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OHAPTiiH I

INTHODUCTIOiJ

For many years the county 4-ii fair has been an

important educational method used by the Cooperative inten-

sion Service in the United States. There is a certain

glamour about fairs that gives encouragement to those who

participate. The 4-H fair is a medium through which the

clients of extension can learn. Fairs offer Extension

workers an opportunity to stimulate growth and development

In all those who take part.

I. TH£ PKOBLiiH

There has been little attempt to evaluate the extent

to which extension workers have been successful in achiev-

ing the overall Intension objectives and adjusting to the

changing needs of fair participants. Available data sug-

gest that many county agents have yet to formulate and

clearly define a set of objectives regarding their own 4—

H

fair programs. Vet this is essential; for without a clear

statement of purposes, objectives and scope, there can be

little on which to base an evaluation.

The development of objectives is only a part of a

larger problem which has to do with developing standards

or criteria for evaluating all aspects of the 4-d fair
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program. JJ'or example, evaluation of exhibits should pro-

vide an educational opportunity for further learning and

motivation. Criteria need to be formulated to serve as

standards against which the content of the 4—H fair pro-

gram can be evaluated.

Until criteria are formulated and validated for these

and other aspects of county 4—li fair programs, it will be

difficult to determine where progress is being made and where

changes are needed.

II. PUHPOSS3 AHD HEED OF THii oTUDT

The major purpose of this study was to formulate

suggested criteria which might be used as guides in evaluat-

ing county 4~H fair programs in Connecticut. The following

factors emphasized the need for a study of this kind:

1. The Cooperative ^tension service has identified

ten broad objectives in youth work which are to be given

major emphasis in present and future extension programs.

2. It has encouraged those in charge of extension

youth work to seriously consider recent developments and

Immediate needs of young people and the changing times

Paul Killer (Chr.), A Guide to extension Irograms for
the Future: The Scope and Hesponsibilities of the Coopera-
tive ixtension Service, U. S. Department of Agriculture and
the Various Agricultural extension Services (North Carolina:
Cooperative intension Service, 1959), pp. 29-30.
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In which they live, ihr example, today's philosophy of

youth worjc has departed from the early belief that know-

ledge about subject matter was the only end to be

achieved. New emphasis is being placed on how well the

boy or girl learns to make decisions successfully.

3. Basically county fairs have changed little in the

2
past fifty years while the extension youth objectives

reflect the changing needs of young people.

4. Activities and events, such as the fair, unques-

tionably provide additional opportunities and experi-

ences for many boys and girls, uowever, these activities

need to be constantly evaluated for their contribution

3
to the development of youth.

III. OB&0fXVX8 0? IHa c'-TUDI

The specific objectives established for the study

were:

1. To establish suggested criteria for evaluating

county 4-u fair programs in Connecticut.

2. To formulate a measuring instrument which could

be used as a guide in evaluating current fair programs.

3. To formulate recommendations for using the

2
U. ii. Shoemaker, "The County Fair, Today," extension

service Sews (University of Maryland, Jept., 1959), pp. 3-4.

'Miller, 0£. cit . , p. 31.



measuring device.

IV. PHOCiDUSi

The procedure employed to accomplish the stated objec-

tives of the study consisted of five steps

s

jtep ^1 . -teviewing the Literature . Becoming familiar with

the materials written on the philosophies and objectives of

the extension Service with special emphasis on the youth pro-

gram, fair history, objectives, evaluation and criterion

development appeared to be a logical first step in the process

of criterion delineation. This approaoh proved to be of

great assistance in identifying the various objectives of the

extension oervice and it facilitated the development of the

questionnaire used with the panel of judges.

Important sources of information included certain

extension articles, leaflets, guidebooks, and reports; text

books concerned with early developments in fairs, and selec-

ted materials from the broad field of education. Particularly

helpful were the evaluative materials developed by the

Division of extension iiesearch and Training, and the disser-

tation presented by Dr. Carl J. Hoffman.

K
Darcie Byrn, et al., "Evaluation in -xtension,"

(Topeka, Kansas: H. E7 Tves and ions, Inc., 1959).

•'Carl J. Hoffman, "Proposed Criteria for evaluating
Graduate Programs in intension education" (unpublished Ph. )
thesis, University of Wisconsin, tiadison, 1962).
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Ctep ,y-2 . developing suggested Criteria . Inferred from the

literature, extension personnel, and experts in youth work

were a number of statements possessing one or more character-

istics commonly ascribed to a criterion, .efforts were made

to identify as many of these statements as possible. These

were then reduced in number by a process of combining and

eliminating duplications, -"or each of the suggested criteria

specific dimensions or activities were identified.

->tep />3 . oubalttlnK Criteria to Panel of Judges , <ifter being

arranged in logical order, the suggested criteria and their

dimensions were submitted to a panel of fourteen judges in

Connecticut who determined their importance as evaluative

criteria. In appraising the suggested criteria, the panel

members were given the opportunity to suggest changes and add

criteria and dimensions which they felt had been over-looked.

All suggested criteria and dimensions failing to receive the

support of at least three-fourths of the panel members were

discarded.

Those asked to serve on the panel of judges were

chosen on the basis of:

1. Their acquaintance with Cooperative extension <ork.

2. Present leadership role in 4—ii fair programs.

3. ./illingness to serve as a panel member.

otep g 4 . RevislnK the Criteria . After receiving the recom-

mendations from the panel of judges on the suggested cri-

teria, the criteria were revised and formulated into a
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measuring instrument for 4-iI fair programs.

atep tf5 i itecommendatlons for the Use of the i'iea3urement

Instrument . After formulating the criteria into a measuring

instrument, several recommendations were developed to assist

in using the device to determine the perception held by per-

sons closely aligned with the 4-U fair program.

V. AJJALT3I3 0? DATA

All questions used in the survey questionnaire were

structured to a rather high degree so that responses could

be categorized, compared and logically analyzed. The data

did not lend itself to statistical treatment because of its

qualitative nature.

The data summarized in Chapter III were obtained from

fourteen respondents, each serving as a member of a panel

asked to evaluate a proposed set of criteria intended to be

used as a guide in evaluating county 4-H fair programs in

Connecticut. Only those criteria and dimensions accepted by

three-fourths of the panel members were retained and used in

this study. Only those criteria and dimensions given a mean

value of importance of three or above were used in the final

measuring instrument. Kany of the respondents, in accepting

or rejecting various criteria and dimensions, explained the

reasons behind their decisions. Their comments and suggestions

were carefully summarized and analyzed before preparing the
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Instrument that was devised to further test the criteria

and their dimensions in existing fair programs.

VI. DEFINITION OF TiKMS

Criterion . A standard hy which something is Judged

or tested. It is used as a base against which comparisons

may be made, and ultimately, it involves value judgments.

dimension . One of the constituent parts of a criter-

ion. It is regarded as containing the fundamental features

of the criterion.

Element . Regarded as containing the fundamental

features of a dimension.
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UCDN OF LITiHATUHi

Presented in this chapter is a summary of the liter-

ature related to the areas of objectives in Cooperative

extension Work and Youth Work, the history and purposes of

fairs and the development of objectives and criteria for

measuring the educational effectiveness of county 4-H fair

programs. Of the literature reviewed, only that informa-

tion considered to be most pertinent has been included.

For purposes of clarity, the chapter is divided into

five areas: (1) objectives Of the Cooperative extension

Service, (2) jixtension objectives in Youth Work, (J) back-

ground of fairs, (4) objectives, and (5) the development of

evaluative criteria.

I. OBJ^CTIViiS OF EHi: OOOMBUSin

EXTSN3IOH oiiitVICE

It seems that the first logical step in the discus-

sion of objectives of the Cooperative jixtension Jervice is

to present the Cmith-Lever Act of 1914:

Ihat Cooperative Agriculture urtension work shall
consist of the giving of instruction and practical
demonstrations in Agriculture and dome Economics and
subjects relating thereto to persons not attending or
resident in said colleges in the several communities,



and imparting information on said subjects through
demonstrations, publications, and otherwise, and for the
necessary printing and distribution of information in
connection with the foregoing^ . . .

A resolution of the Association of Land-Grant Colleges

and Universities on this point recorded in November, 1922

stated:

.The wording and meaning of the above section is clear
and definite. The work of county agents, boys and girls
club agents, specialists and other extension employees
is strictly educational, since the act provides for the
giving of instruction and practical demonstrations.2

The .Smith-Lever Act of 191* provides for a wide scope

of work. It provides that work is to be with persons not

attending or resident in Land-Grant Colleges. There is no

limitation as to age, sex, race, or business. The subject

matter is practically unlimited—the giving of instruction. . ,

in agriculture, home economics and subjects relating thereto.

The Act also extends responsibilities of the inten-

sion Services to non-farm groups. This is to all interested

people in the country irrespective of their place of resi-

dence, their age, their group affiliation, race, creed, eco-

nomic or social status, or other characteristics that might

Lincoln Kelsey and Cannon iiearne, Cooperative Exten-
sion iork (New Torki Comstock Publishing Associates, 1955),
p7T9.

United states department of agriculture and Associa-
tion of Land-Grant Colleges, Joint Committee Report on Lx-
tension i-roCTams , i olicies . and ^oals (.iashlngton: Govern-
ment Irinting Office, August, 1958), p. 15>

3
jtelsey and Hearne, 0£. cit . . p. 32.
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be used to draw lines of distinction.

Another interpretation of this Act is that this char-

ter clearly identifies ioctenslon's function as education.

This is the level for full development of the individual and

his fuller participation as a peer in the democratic pro-

cesses of American life. This highest level is essentially

the ultimate aim of all education in our society. Our

ultimate purpose—the ultimate purposes of all Lxtensioa

workers, . . . is to help people take their full place as

individuals in our democratic society. This objective la

5
fundamental to Extension education.

K. C. iiamsower, former Uctension Director of Ohio

jtate has put the objective of extension education this way:

It is not what extension does for people but what it
does to them that counts. . . . Our projects are but
materials with which we work. They are the stone and
mortar which when skillfully used cause the buildings to
grow day by day, to take on shape and finally to stand
as a completed structure, a realization of the idea and
perhaps the ideal of the builder.

le are seeking to influence the acts of men and women,
of boys and girls. e thus tend to shape their thoughts
and through the direction of their thinking, help them
build wholesome attitudes and ideals—the ultimate objec-
tive of education.

°

Joint Committee Report, 0£. cit . , p. 8.

•fc. L< Garter, Jr., and Robert 0. Clark, et al.,
"Selected iieadings and references in 4-U Club .iOrk".

Tr*

(Madison, Wisconsin: National Agricultural Extension Center
for advanced otudy, 1961), p. 56.

6
Xbid. , p. 11.
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In the Cooperative extension Service are three basic

fields of work—agriculture, Home nconomios and Boys and Girls

Club ^orJt. Club work i3 distinguished by the fact that it

works primarily through clubs and utilizes volunteer local

leaders. It naturally handles the subject matter in a man-

ner adapted to the needs of its age group. Xhe remainder of

this chapter will be focused upon the youth which Extension

serves.

i'our-H club work has been a successful method of work-

ing with young people for more than fifty years. Priority

has in the past been given to the needs of farm youth, but

extension must interpret its responsibility as also apply-

ing to young people in rural non-farm homes and in suburban

7
or urban families. For example, in Connecticut, 80 per

cent of the 4-H club members live in urban and suburban

communities.

The values emanating from the 4—E program go far be-

yond the important tangible benefits resulting from agricul-

ture and home economics projects. 4-H club members are

building character and acquiring ideals which buttress the

real foundation of our democracy—the American family. Not

'Miller, "Scope iieport," op,, cit . . p. 28.

^Connecticut Agricultural ^tension Service, 4—

a

in
Connecticut (Storrs, Connecticut: University of Connect!^
cut, undated), p. 1.
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to be overlooked is the influence these members have exerted

in getting parents and neighbors to adopt better practices.

Much credit should go to 4-H for popularizing the entire

extension program.

*

The future of any society depends on how well it
prepares its young people to make the decisions and
carry the responsibilities of mature citizenship. -?his

task can challenge the best educational efforts of the
entire society. Chance and circumstance cannot be
counted on to provide the experiences that will help
young people become useful, well-informed, self-reliant,
responsible adults.

Four-H club work has been a successful method of
working with young people, extension's help is being
sought for youth programs with rural non-farm, suburban,
and urban families as well as farm boys and girls. 10

i'he accomplishment of the twenty million adults who

are 4-H "alumni" demonstrate that skills and competencies

and character traits learned in youth work can contribute

richly to adult life. They are useful in farming and home-

making, they can be used in helping young people to explore

and establish themselves successfully in other kinds of

11
careers.

Youth work of an educational nature, conducted through

boys' and girls' clubs, is older than the ioctension Service

itself, borne people date 4—H from the first federally

sponsored corn growing contest in ftississippi in 1907, but

'Joint Committee Report, op_. cit., p. 62.

10Miller, op., cit., p. 29.

UIbid.
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this can hardly be called the beginning. The roots of club

work go deep into the American past. Instances of work with

rural boys and girls may be found in the spring of 1882.

Delaware College announced a state-wide corn contest for

boys

.

12

Although the language of the 1914 3mith-^ever Act did

not specifically mention boys and girls, Congressman Lever

made clear his intent as to the scope of the measure by

stating:

My efforts to secure the passage of the jmitb-Lever
Act had the most encouragement from the achievements of
the members of the corn and tomato clubs and 1 hope
sincerely that a large share of this money will be j»
devoted to an expansion of the work with young folks.

extension objectives in Youth work . The primary aim

of the 4-11 program and other extension work with young people

is to provide opportunities for mental, physical, social,

and spiritual growth. Informal education provided by the

Extension .Service uniquely supplements the training received

in the home, church, school and other youth-serving agencies.

specifically, the extension youth program has the

objectives of helping young people tot

1. Acquire knowledge, skills and attitudes for a

12branklin R. liec*, a alstory fif. fci CJjifc iflrJt (Ames,
Iowa: Iowa 3tate Press, 1951) » PP- 4-5.

15Hiller, loc . clt .
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satisfying home and family life.

2. Enjoy a useful work experience, together with the

responsibility and satisfaction of personal accom-

plishment.

3. develop leadership talents and abilities to

achieve their citizenship potential.

4. Appreciate the values of research and learn scien-

tific methods of making decisions and solving

problems.

5. recognize the importance of scientific agricul-

ture and home economics and their relationship

to our total economy.

6. explore career opportunities in agriculture, home

economics, and related fields, and recognize the

need for a continuing education.

7. Appreciate nature, understand conservation, and

make wise use of natural resources.

8. Cultivate traits of healthful living, purposeful

recreation, and intelligent use of leisure time.

9. strengthen personal standards and philosophy of

life based on lasting and satisfying values.

10. Jain attitudes, abilities, and understandings for

working cooperatively with others.

J?he 4-ii club program in Connecticut seeks to promote

14Mller, 0£. cit. , pp. 29-30.
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the growth and development of youth through the combined

educational efforts of the extension Jervice.

The club program aims toward helping youth live in a

democratic society by learning to become effective, demo-

cratic citizens described in the 4—H Hedge;

I pledge my head to clearer thinKiai; ,

My heart to ..roater loyalty ,

liy hands to larger service .

My health to better living , for my club,

my community and my country.

Ibis means helping youth learn:

i'tiose related understandings and feelings within them-

selves which lead to habitual actions contributing

to the general welfare. This implies action which

takes into account one's rights from others and one's

responsibilities to others.

II. BACKGROUND OJ? FAIRS

In reviewing the literature the author found several

attempts to identify the beginnings and purposes of fairs in

the United states.

'"Connecticut Cooperative ^jctension service," 4-H and
Other youth (otorra, Connecticut: University of Connecticut,
undated), p. 1

.

16
Ibid.
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Ihe first Agricultural society that survived and still

serves in honorable distinction, was the Philadelphia society

Tor xromoting ^riculture in 1785. -The sole objective of

the society was "to promote a greater increase in the prod-

ucts of the land." exhibitors were an important feature of

the program. Ihe major activity was exhibitions or cattle

shows, mainly of imported stock, -the first exhibition was in

October, 182$ at laoli, iennsylvania. Annual county and

local fairs were an exciting and important feature of rural

17
community life from the founding of the colony.

lhe fairs held in the colonies were adapted from an

old -Jiglish custom of assembling salable animals and pro-

duce at one time and at the same place to facilitate barter

and excaanges.

fairs for the sale of agricultural products, espe-

cially livestock were early held in the junerican Colonies,

following an ^nglish custom, examples of such fairs were

those in iiew xiaven, Connecticut in 1644; Burlington, N. J.

in 1681$ uye, N. H. , about 1726, and Baltimore, Md., in 17*7.

oemi-annual fairs were authorized by statute at Alexandria,

Va. in 1742 and Georgetown, nd. in 1751* Horse racing and

17jtevenson iihitcomb jfeecher, 1-ennsylvania ^ricultural
and Country Life 1640-1840 (Harriaburg, i ennsylvaniai Penn-
sylvania xilstorical and nuseum Commission, 1950), pp. 345-351.

Lyman v. Carrier, Due ae/.innins of agriculture in
imerica (;Tew York: KcSraw-ITTl Book Co.,T^23), p. 184.
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other competitions and the giving of prizes for superior

animals were sometimes features of these fairs.

-rairs, in the form that they now exist, originated

in iittsfield, Massachusetts, in the exhibition by ..lkanah

Watson in 1807, of the two Merino sheep he had acquired from

Chancellor Livington. Other shows, featuring all type3 of

farm livestock, also field and garden products and house-

hold arts and industries followed under Vatson's inspiration,

and finally the state of New Tori: made provisions for county

fairs throughout the state and a great state fair. The

movement spread because times were ripe for it, and so the

county fair came to be an all but unusual interest of the

American rural life and teaching through the interests of

its diverse exhibits many a lesson which would have been

20
derived from books and magazines.

Fairs are among the oldest social institutions known

to human history, but the fair as we know it in this coun-

try iB purely an American proposition. Until 1812 there

never had been held a fair in the world for purely educa-

tional purposes and until 1819 there never was a state

19
.-.Ifred Charles True, A iii story of agricultural Edu-

cation in the united Jtates (1765-1 325 J T^aahington, J. CTT
United states i rinting Cffice, 1929), pp. 17-18.

20
Joseph Jchafer, The Jocial i.lstory of ^-Krlculture

(New York: The Macmillan~Cljmpany, 1936), p.~T22.
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21
appropriation for maintaining such a fair.

xurpoae of the fair . In European countries most such

fairs are chiefly for purposes of trade in agricultural

products. In the United states purposes include chiefly

education, entertainment, advertising, and sociability,

jiatphasis on the respective purposes varies widely with time

and place, Purposes of agricultural fairs is a subject of

debate

.

22

K. ?. McHenry, a retired county agent, stated that

the prime objective of the old county fair was the educa-

tion of the public in general and the farm people in par-

ticular as to just what it is we are seeking in our agricul-

tural production, •''his, McHenry still feels is the basic

23
idea of any agricultural fair.

0. M. Williamson wrote in his Master's thesis "The

County and *'ural Fair," the original purpose of the fair

was to increase the interest in good livestock and crops.

In a survey to obtain the original purpose of the fair the

following reported importance was presented:

21
J. C. Mohler (Comp.) Kansas Jtate board of Agri-

culture, (Topeka, Kansas: Kansas Jtate Printing Ilant,
March, 1925;, p. 25.

"F. D. iarrell, County -'air , Kansas rtural Institu-
tions . Circular 351 (Manhattan, Kansas: agricultural .ocperi-
ment Jtation, Kansas Jtate College, ^ol. ill, ^ugust, 1957).

23Extension Jervice News, op_. clt . . p. 1.
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1. To Increase the interest In good livestock.

2. To Increase the interest In good crops.

5. ^o build a community interest and neighborliness.

4. Advertising medium for purebred livestock.

5. advertising medium for good seed.

6. To promote a carnival for amusement.

7. To draw people to a trade center.

8. To give a general amusement program.

9. To display FFA projects.

10. To display 4-H club projects.

24
11. Farmer's institute.

When ./illiamson surveyed for the present purposes of the

fair, (JL 57) "displaying 4—B club projects" moved up to

fourth in importance.

'The participation of youth in the fair programs was

recognized as early as 1675 when J. K.. Hudson, editor of the

Kans&3 Farmer, recommended that each county fair have a boy's

and girl's department to include a "young folks hall." Give

them a fair chance, he said, and I'll warrant the hall will

be filled. 25

Louis Vinke, agent in Wakefield, Kansas, in his report

OIL
0. H. jilliamson, "The bounty and Hural Fair" (un-

published Master's thesis, Kansas otate College, Manhattan,
1957), pp. 3-*.

25
<Farrell, 0£. cit . , p. 26.
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to the Kansas itate Board of Agriculture in 1923 stated that

the most valuable asset to the community fair is the boys

and the girls, everyone is interested in them. Clubs can

be organized so that the accomplishments they made can be

shown at the community fair.

^arly in club work, state leaders found that the

leading regional fairs of the country provided a valuable

meeting ground where ideas for improving the club program

27
could be generated. '

Club work in the .bast owes much to Camp Vail, liass-

achusetts. it was a show window through which the public

caught glimpses of the 4—d program of rural youth education.

It was a training ground for youthful exhibitors, demonstra-

tions and judges. It was a meeting place for leaders. Hew

England club leaders became a closely knit group, planning

PR
programs together.

extension was quick to recognize the potentialities

of the old county fair as a desirable means of teaching

someone broader concepts of agricultural education—with

more emphasis on the development of people themselves rather

"J. 0, nohler, (comp) Kansas otate lioard of Agri-
culture (I'opeka, Kansas: Kansas otate irinting Plant, 1923),
p. 26.

27
'Reck, op_. cit. , p. 203.

Ibid ., p. 205.
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than the specific products with which these people were

29
working. *

.jhen extension came, the picture began to change,

4-a boys' and girls' pig, calf, and canning clubs were

organized, thousands of 4-u demonstration teams performed

before the public, until -xtenaion was a potent and welcome

means of lifting the old county fair to a higher plane of

30
usefulness in the community.

.raniclin neck states the following about the influ-

ence on fairs by 4-ii clubs j

It is certain that 4-ii work has revived literally
hundreds of county fairs and created many county and
community fairs that didn't exist before. In many
places, the 4—H program has returned the county fair
to the farmer, xear by year, livestock, crops, and
home economics exhibits took on increasing importance,
thus regaining the original purposes of the fair. They
had previously become a city show characterized by
horse races, grandstand entertainment and carnival
attractions.

*

r

This aspect of good entertainment has been a constant

problem with county fairs. Dick 3rown, associate editor of

i'arm Journal presents an explanation to "Why the County Fairs

are BoomingV" There's a new kind of county fair—alive,

wholesome, busting with fun and crowds—a real asset to

29-^tension jervice Lews, op_. cit., p. 3-

30
Ibid.

31
Keck, 0£. Cit., p. 290.
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rural America, rhc fairs to be at their best must keep good

entertainment uppermost, jome forms of entertainment pre-

sented were state plowing contests, pet shows, rooster crow-

ing contest, museum of agricultural relics, photography

52
show. . . .

The county 4-11 fairs are faced with the same problem

of trying to keep the objectives of the fair in accordance

with the objectives of the Cooperative extension service

and 4-n club work. Jeveral objectives of the fair can pro-

vide both entertainment and education. i'
:or example, the

talent show is a very popular 4—il fair event and it also

provides the participants an opportunity for career explora-

tion, ^tension workers must constantly evaluate the pur-

poses and objectives of their fair programs to increase the

effectiveness of the educational tool.

III. 0BJ1XJTIV

An objective may be defined as an end toward which

action is oriented, a point to be hit, a condition or state

xx
or being to be reached. "'"'

...n educational objective is a point to be hit or

x?
* JiCK Drown, ".Jhy the iiew County j'airs are Booming,"

i''arm Journal (ihiladelphia, la. s Vol. LXXXYI, No. 8,
,-ugust, 1;62), pp. 33, 71-72.

5'carter and Clark, oe< cit . , p. 55.
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purpose toward which anything is directed. Changes in the

behavior of people are the educational objectives toward

34-
which the extension agent is directing his efforts.

-.OEe extension workers like to make a distinction

between the meaning of objectives and goals. If objectives

are defined as directions of movements then a goal may be

defined as the distance in any given direction one expects

35
to go during a given period of time. y

Heed for objectives , educational objectives are the

criteria by which content is outlined, materials are select-

ed, teaching procedures and learning experiences are devel-

oped, and progress toward accomplishment—and accomplish-

es
ment—are evaluated.

Kinds of objectives . There are group objectives and

individual or family objectives. It is also essential to

distinguish between broad objectives and specific objectives.

The latter are more apt to be achievable, dynamic, and

capable of doing much to help promote action and participa-

tion. Xhe former are achieved with greater difficulty,

largely because progress is not so apparent because of the

37
time span.

34 35* Ibid . -'•^S.elsey and Jieame, 0£. clt . . p. 112.

56Byrn, 0£. clt .. p. 18. 57ibid.
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Levels of objectives, inhere axe four levels of

iixtension educational objectives; the objectives of society

in respect to the Jmith-Lever iCt; objectives of a specific

group like the icope report j objectives of the extension

agent or county objective and the teaching objective.

The first level, the Jmith-Lever .^ct presents the

ultimate objective of extension education—to help people

take their place as individuals in our democratic society.

The second level is that Extension has an educational

responsibility in helping people identify and define stan-

dards of living in broad terms and to consider the alterna-

tives open to them, i'his must not be by imposition but

through action taken by the individual through his own

38
increased knowledge and conviction.

The third level or county objective is that ^ten-

sion is concerned with the people of the county and with

helping them become important parts of their neighborhood

and community. To do this Lxtension education is directed

to help local people solve the various problems they

39
encounter. *

The fourth level is the teaching objective. «t this

level extension is attempting to help people learn new

things, to learn new practices, to acquire new skills, and

38* Carter and Clark, op_. cit . , p. 57

•

39Ibid.
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to acquire more favorable attitudes, These are the immedi-

ate and specific things we are attempting to accomplish in

our teaching, inese are basic and implemental. They involve

changes in knowledge, skills, and attitudes.

These four levels of objectives are not related to

each other in a strictly additive manner, but they cannot

be entirely incompatible with each other. The objectives

of any teaching—learning situation in Extension must origi-

nate from the situation itself. The .extension worker's role

is to organize and guide learning experiences so that desired

educational results can be achieved while the people are

achieving their objectives.

Sound evaluation always must be in terms of what we

set out to do—the objectives we have in mind. In estab-

lishing criteria for evaluating the 4-ii fair programs, all

four levels of objectives must be considered.

If objectives are to serve as direction givers for

action oriented educational programs, and for evaluation of

such programs, it is desirable to establish standards which

may be used to judge their usefulness. The publication

"Evaluation in extension," lists the following questions

which an extension worker might use in judging educational

objectives. Ideally, a review of objectives for an extension

^Ibid.
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educational program should result in positive answers to

all nine of the following questions:

1. Are the objectives explicit in specifying the

area in which the changed behavior is to operate?

2. Are the objectives definite with respect to kind

of behavior changes to be accomplished'.'

3. Are the objectives stated in terms which identi-

fy those who are to be involved?

4. Are the objectives the result of cooperative

action by extension personnel and others con-

cerned to analyze the situation and identify the

problems?

5. Are the objectives compatible with the general

aims of both the extension Service and the people

concerned?

6. Are the objectives specific enough to serve as

a base for planning, conducting, and evaluating

an action educational program?

7. Are the objectives sufficiently limited in num-

ber to avoid undue confusion and diffusion of

effort on the part of extension personnel and/or

others involved?

8. ^re the objectives achievable, considering the

level of concern, the maturity of persons involved,

and the resources available?
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9. «.re the objectives such that they can relate

intimately to both immediate and long-time edu-

cational goals and lead to even higher levels

4-1
of achievement':

Kelsey and Hearne present the following questions

in regards to establishing standards which may be used to

Judge the usefulness of objectives:

1. Are they dynamic V Are they likely to promote

action?

2. Are they socially desirable? "ill they lead

toward the general aims of extension?

3. Are they achievable by the level of maturity of

the group and permitted by available resources?

4. Are they developmental? ./ill they lead to con-

stantly higher levels of achievement?

5. Jan they be defined in terms of behavior or

changes in people?

6. Can they be evaluated? are they measurable?

Can evidence of actual progress of individuals

be secured?

7. ^re they specific?

41
Byrn, op_. clt . . p. 20.

42
Kelsey and Hearne, op. cit., p. 122.



IV. XHPO&ZAIX CvNJIJ£iiATI0if3 IK TEu,

/.iOPNurr oi? wfAXBAxm chit..

As pointed out in Chapter I, the major purpose of

this study was to develop a proposed set of criteria that

might be used as a guide in evaluating those county 4-H

fair programs already in existence. In this section care-

ful consideration is given to the development of evaluative

criteria.

^valuation , ^valuation may be thought of as "a

process by which the values of an enterprise are ascertained

or an analysis by which one is able to understand and appre-

ciate the relative merits or deficiencies of persons, groups,

programs, situation methods and processes. It is a method

for determining how far an activity has progressed and how

4.5
much further it should be carried to accomplish objectives.

Laurel Jabrosky defines evaluation as determining the

worth of anything—putting a value on something.

Ihe purposes of evaluation are briefly:

1. iCo provide a periodic test which gives direction

to continued improvement of work.

2. £0 help determine the degree to which the impor-

tant purposes and specific objects ore being

43Ibld . . p. 218.

44
Carter and Clark, oj). cit . . p. 59-
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attained and, in the process, to help clarify

these objectives.

3. ^o furnish data regarding the rural situation

essential to program planning.

4. To serve as a check on extension teaching

methods.

5. To provide evidence of the value of the program.

6. To give satisfaction to oooperators and leaders

through an understanding and appreciation off

45
what is accomplished.

Criterion defined , urenerally speaking, a criterion

is a standard or rule used to provide a frame of reference

for judging or testing something, it is a base, often of a

rather arbitrary nature and ultimately involving value judg-

46
ments, against which comparisons may be made.

It is necessary to differentiate between two kinds

of criteria: (1) product and (2) process. In 4-H fair pro-

grams, product criteria constitute the behavior changes

expected to occur in 4-n club members participating in said

programs. Process criteria, on the other hand, constitute

the experiences and opportunities which such programs are

45
"^Kelsey and Hearne, op_. cit . . p. 219.

46™ Javid 3. -iyans, "Notes on the Criterion Problem in
Research with Jpecial Reference to the itudy of Teachers
Characterlstics," Journal of Genetic i 3ycaoloftT . Vol. 91
C September, 1957), p. 34.
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attempting to provide and the procedures and policies estab-

lished to guide them.

Because of the limited amount of time and resources

this stud/ has as its major focus that of developing process

47
criteria. '

Composition of a criterion . Travers makes the state-

ment that many educators believe once a criterion has been

defined in words, developing an instrument for measuring

it is easy. lie explains that "except for the simplest

aspects of behavior, nothing could be further from the case,

iunong other things, this approach completely disregards the

important problem of the dimensionality of criteria.

Brogden and Taylor present these steps as essential

to adequate criterion construction:

1. Careful analysis of the total situation in which

the criterion behavior occurs for the purpose of

isolating all sub-criterion variables and obtain-

ing preliminary estimates of their relative

importance—the determination of what is to be

measured.

2. The construction of procedures and/or scales for

47Ibid .

Robert M. A. Travers, educational Measurement (New
fork: 2116 riacmillan Co., 1955), p. 61.
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the measurement of these elements—determination

of how each element is to he measured.

3. Development of a procedure for combining these

elements into the desired composite—determina-

tion of the relative importance of each element
kq

to over-all efficiency. ?

In considering the composition of a criterion, it is

appropriate to take into account, (1) the dimensional char-

acteristics of the criterion, including the matter of the

relative importance of each component of a dimension and of

each dimension contributing to the over-all criterion, and

(2) the adequacy or representativeness of the resulting

50
operational description of the criterion.

a criterion is usually complex rather than simple,

multi-dimensional rather than uni-dimensional. i major con-

cern of the investigator therefore, is to determine how the

criterion is structured—what its dimensions may be.

In studying the composition of a criterion the goal

is a working model or operational definition, which is char-

acterized by both incluslveness and exclusiveness , this is,

assurance that the criterion description includes all

%ubert Z. Brogden and ijrwin it. Taylor, "The Theory
and Classification of Criterion Bias," educational and i sy-

choloRlcal Measurement Vol. 10, No. 2 (19W, p. 162"7~

50
uyans, 0£. cit . , p. 39.
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important behavior integrals which contribute to the criter-

ion behavior and that it excludes all variables that are

unrelated to the criterion.

Thus, inseparably linked with the identification of

criterion dimensions and their components is the problem of

the representativeness or sampling adequacy of the resulting

descriptions. Brogden and Taylor have called attention to

various sources of criterion bias.

Ihe criterion can be subjected to no wholly satis-

factory empirical test of its adequacy. £he criterion must,

consequently, be logically justifiable as valid in its own

right. Involved and biased criteria cannot be eliminated

through empirioal demonstration of their inadequacy. Thus,

faulty criterion not only waste research efforts, but

seriously reduces the effectiveness of the final outcome

52
of the program.'

To improve criteria it is important to know the dif-

ferent types of bias. Bias in the criteria may be classified

as:

1. Criterion deficiency—omission of pertinent

elements from the criterion.

2. Criterion Contamination—introducing extraneous

51
Ibid. , p. 40.

52IWd., p. 160.
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elements into the criterion.

3. Criterion ooale Unit Jias—inequality of scale

units in the criterion.

4. Criterion Distortion—improper weighting in com-

53
bining criterion elements.

Designation of criteria and their components . The

derivation of the working model of a criterion ideally is a

function of the combination of both rational and empirical

evidence but final decisions are based on judgments. This

judgment will be more secure if the researcher uses decisions

based on judgments of other qualified persons in addition

to himself.

essentially the problem of defining the criterion

through the employment of a panel of judges consists of

(1) selecting the authorities who will comprise the panel,

(2) specifying the procedure to be employed by the judges,

and (3) assembling and analyzing the responses of the judges

in arriving at a consensus of composite of their judgments.

Any of several techniques may be employed in obtain-

ing from a jury of authorities the required judgments rela-

tive to criterion dimensions. .The author in this study used

the check-list response procedure which was the provision

53
Ibid. , p. 161.

^Ibid. , pp. 42-43.
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of a previously compiled list of possible criterion and

their dimensions, permitting the panel of judges to indicate

components believed to be actually contributive and an

indication of the relative importance of the components

designated.

acquirements for an adequate criterion measure . There

are five criteria which any effective measuring device must

meet—validity, reliability, objectivity, practicability,

and simplicity.

Validity . Joes the device measure what you think

you are measuring? Logical validity means that the test

actually measures or is specifically related to the traits

for which it was designed, empirical validity is concerned

with the usefulness of a test in predicting successful per-

53
formance or how well it accomplishes a practical purpose.

as in the establishment of criterion dimensions, also

in the development of criterion measures, the researcher

must be constantly alert to sampling adequacy and the possi-

bility of the introduction of criterion bias. It is import-

ant that a criterion measure be both comprehensive, or

inclusive, and also that it not measure behaviors extraneous

< John .. Best, Research in .education (Uiglewood
Cliffs, iJew Jersey: irentice-HaTT, Inc., 1959), P- 17&.
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to the criterion dimension.

Reliability . Will the test mean the same when

repeated with many people; Generally speaking the reli-

ability of criterion measures, whether the measures relate

to products of performance or to behavior-in-process, is

affected by four sets of conditions:

1. Consistency or replicability of the criterion

behavior itself.

2. Conditions under which the criterion behavior

takes place—and the extent to which suoh con-

ditions do or do not vary from situation to

situation.

3. Degree of specificity with which the behavior,

or its products is described and measured.

4. Consistency of the measuring instrument and/or

procedure associated with the assigning of

measurements, therefore, other things being

equal, the reliability of criterion data may be

expected to be greater:

(a) the more extensive the replication of the

criterion measurement (time spent in

observation)

.

(b) the more objective the recording of

EC
^yans, 0£. cit . » p. 46.
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observations of behavior or evaluations Of

a product,

(o) the fewer the conditions leading to varied

interpretations of, or inferences about, the

behavior or product.

(d) the less the variation in the situation

under which the behavior takes place from

time to time.

(e) the more homogeneous and operationally des-

57
cribable the criterion dimension.

Objectivity , a test is considered objective if the

results from it are not influenced by the differences in

people who administer or interpret it.

objectivity means having a concrete, observable and

tangible basis for making a judgment or interpretation. It

is in contrast to subjectivity, opinions, and guesses. If

equally competent people ask a question, Interpret the ans-

wers and get closely similar results the measuring device
CO

is considered objective.

Jrractlabllity . A measuring device must be practical

to use. It is necessary to consider time, cost, and

57Ibid.
, p. 4-9.

58
3yrn, 0£. cit . . pp. 6t—65.
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convenience. .«111 the form take more time than it is worth:

Will it cost more than you can afford; These factors must

be weighed against the probable value of the results.

simplicity , keep all forma and techniques 3imple.

I-iake them easy to use, easy for people to understand, and

easy to summarize, simplicity should not be confused with

brevity.

The degree to which a measuring device meets the

criteria above is conditioned by the circumstances of the

study and the use to be made of the findings.

ROBUST

In this chapter an attempt has been made to cite only

the most pertinent literature relating to the major aspects

of this study. Dhe materials reviewed brought to light some

of the important qualifying characteristics of the objec-

tives of the Jooperative extension Service and youth work,

described some of the history and purposes of fairs in the

United states, and indicated certain aspects of objectives

which are pertinent in evaluation.

Careful consideration was given to the development

of evaluative criteria. Treated in depth were such things

as the composition of a criterion, procedures used in desig-

nating components of a criterion, and the requirements for

an adequate criterion measure.
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The literature cited la this chapter provided the

theoretical framework for designing the project, developing

the criteria and constructing the instruments employed in

this study. The chapters that follow represent an attempt

to describe the results of these efforta.



CHAiljul III

FORMULATING A PHOPOo^D 8M OF GilTJiUlA FOR

EVALUATING COUNT* 4-H FAIR PROGRAMS IN

oouraoMCM

l'he major purpose of this study was to formulate a

suggested set of criteria that might he used as a guide in

evaluating county 4-ii fair programs in Connecticut. The

procedure followed in developing the suggested set of cri-

teria, the method used in determining the relevance and

composition of the criteria, and the actual content of the

criteria and their dimensions are major aspects of the

study discussed in this particular chapter.

I. DLVtLOFING A SUGGi-oT^D BH OF OBXtKXi

Because of the limited amount of materials written

on county 4-H fair programs, the logical first step to the

problem was to become familiar with the materials written

on objectives of the extension jervice and iouth .vorK,

history and purposes of j*merican fairs, evaluation, and

criterion development. Sources of information which proved

to be particularly helpful in this initial step were cer-

tain extension articles, leaflets, guidebooks and reports,

and selected materials from the broad field of education.

Supplementing this information were data obtained from the
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State 4-ii Jtaffs of the Connecticut and Kansas Cooperative

extension Service.

Inferred from the literature and the two cooperating

..State 4-H Jtaffs were a number of statements possessing one

or more characteristics commonly ascribed to a criterion.

efforts were made to identify as many of these statements

as possible. These statements were then grouped into

categories, and for each category a suggested criterion was

developed. In turn, for each of the suggested criteria,

specific behavioral dimensions and activities were identi-

fied.

II. SUBMITTING oUGGiJT-J CKII£iOA TO

PANLL OF JUDG^o

After being arranged in logical order, the suggested

criteria and their dimensions were submitted to a panel

of fourteen judges, each of whom was asked to determine

which of the proposed criteria and dimensions should be kept

for evaluative purposes, and to indicate the degree of

importance that should be assigned to each dimension.

Those asked to serve on the panel of judges were

chosen on the basis of their:

1. acquaintance with Cooperative extension Vork

(County and otate Club Agents)

2. Present leadership role with 4—H fair programs.
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3. willingness to serve as a panel member,

because two of the panel members discussed the state-

ments together, they only submitted one questionnaire,

therefore, thirteen questionnaires were used in the final

analysis.

In appraising the suggested criteria, the panel

members were asked to use the following procedure:

1. -itudy each criterion and determine, in your

opinion, if it should be kept as a workable means

of evaluating *-H fair programs. Then check

either keep or discard .

2. If you decide a criterion should be retained as

a useful standard, indicate any changes in

wording that would make it more easily under-

stood and useful to the evaluator.

3. iiext, examine each dimension under the retained

criterion and judge whether it relates to that

criteria and is a useful tool to an evaluator.

.Chen check either keep or discard .

4. For each dimension retained, indicate the degree

of importance that ought to be given in evaluat-

ing a 4-ii fair program by circling one of the

numbers beside the item. Then suggest any changes

in wording that would, in your opinion, improve

the meaning and usefulness of the dimension.
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5» ..xauaino the list of dimensions under the re-

tained criteria Tor completeness. If, in your

opinion, any important dimensions have been

overlooked, add them to the list.

6. After completing the pages, examine the retained

criteria for completeness. If, in your opinion,

any important criteria have been overlooked, add

them on the last page and the dimensions for

each.

In appraising the importance of each dimension, the

panel members were asked to employ the following scale

i

4 Major importance

3 Important

2 Of some importance

1 Of little importance

Of no importance

The above numbers appeared in random order after each dimen-

sion. In rating the dimension the panel members merely had

to circle the number that iaost nearly expressed their

opinion. 2o reduce the possibility of the raters for get-

ting the value of each number, the scale was repeated at

the top of each page, (oee appendix).

Since the figures appearing after each dimension in

the column represented weighted values, it was possible to

compute a mean weighted score for the dimension by
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multiplying each figure by the number of respondents cir-

cling it, adding together the answers obtained, and divid-

ing this answer by the total number of respondents rating

the dimension.

Only those criteria and dimensions receiving the

support of at least three-fourths of the panel members with

a mean value of 3.0 on the importance scale were retained.

All others were discarded.

III. SUGGEST^ B CRITiililA ASd NDJVQU GIViN

BY PAffJiL OF JTJOGi.3

A total of fifteen suggested criteria along with

their dimensions were submitted to the panel of Judges for

their appraisal, i'he content and support accorded them by

the judges are revealed in Table I.

-ieven of the criteria were accepted by 100 per cent

of the panel members. Of the seven criteria, wording changes

were suggested for Criterion I and III. The suggestion for

Criterion I was:

The educational objectives of each activity within

the fair program are clearly defined and in written

form.

The suggestion for wording Criterion III was:

The association members responsible for the 4-il fair

program adequately facilitate the achievement of its

stated purposes and objectives.
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TAfll^, I

PAIJiSL HiMB^o' AOOSPtABOB CH PHQK>S.KD OBIXXKXA A3
GUID^o FOB IiV.vLUAIINO CJUNTr 4-H FAIii PHOGHAM3

IH CGIOi^CTiaUT

iropoaed Criteria

Per cent
Indicating
Acceptance

1. i'he purposes, objectives, and Jcope
of the 4—B fair program are clearly de-
fined and in written form. 100.0

2. The 4-H fair program reflects in a
clear and logical way an attempt to
implement the stated purposes and
objectives. 92.31

3. The administrative organization de-
veloped for the 4-11 fair program func-
tions adequately to facilitate the
achievement of its stated purposes and
objectives. 100.0

4. Opportunities are available for
young people and adults to acquire
knowledge, skill and attitudes for a
more satisfying home and family life. 76.92

5. Opportunities are provided for the
4-H members to enjoy a useful work ex-
perience, together with the responsi-
bility and satisfaction of personal
accomplishments

.

100.0

6. Opportunities are available for
participants to develop leadership
talents and abilities to achieve their
citizenship potentials. 92.31*

7. Opportunities are available for
participants to recognize the impor-
tance of scientific agriculture and
home economics and their relationship
to our total economy. 60.00b

8. The 4-H fair program provides par-
ticipants opportunities for career
exploration. 76.92
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TAB1- I (continued)

proposed Criteria

10. Opportunities are available for
participants to cultivate traits of
healthful living, purposeful recreation,
and intelligent use of leisure time.

11. Opportunities are available for
participants to develop attitudes,
abilities, and understandings for
working cooperatively with others.

12. The facilities and resources asso-
ciated with the 4-H fair program are
adequate to achieve the stated pur-
poses and objectives of the program.

13

.

The evaluation of exhibits at the
fair is used as a teaching device.

14. The 4-H fair program ia a means of
maintaining club members' interest in
4-H club work.

15. Provisions are made for constant
review and evaluation of the 4-H fair
program.

9. Opportunities are present for par-
ticipants to develop an appreciation
of nature, understanding of conserva-
tion, and make wise use of natural
resources.

i er cent
Indicating
acceptance

69.23

61. 54

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

The panel member that discarded this criteria,
however, indicated that the dimensions were of prime
importance

.

b™.Three panel members did not indicate a choice of
whether to keep or discard the criteria.

In sujumary, (1) Criteria VII, IX, and X did not meet

the acceptance of three-fourths of the panel members. The
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general consensus of opinion was that these objectives are

not the fairs' responsibility, but belong in the overall

4—H club program; and (2) most recommendations and sugges-

tions made by the panel members related to the wording of

the criteria rather than to content.

III. SUPPORT AND DEGREE OF IMPORTANCE

ACCORDED THE DIMENSIONS OF EACH

CRITERION BY PANEL OF JUDGES

The content of each suggested criterion and its

acceptance by the panel of judges as a guide for evaluat-

ing county 4—H fair programs were discussed in the pre-

ceding section. In this section, the support and relative

importance accorded the dimensions of each criterion by

the panel of judges are discussed, /.gain attention is

called to the fact that only those dimensions receiving

the support of at least three-fourths or more of the panel

members were retained. All others were discarded.

iiather than repeat each criterion statement in its

entirety, only a few key words are used to identify each

criterion as its dimensions are introduced and discussed.

CRITERION I: Purposes . Objectives , and .icope

Table II shows that only dimension B failed to

receive three-fourths of the panel members' acceptance.

The suggestions seem to reveal that it would be very
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T^BLi. II

OS 3UPFOB2 MSB DMBSB QV IKPGitTAHCK
PANKL MiiUBiitd ATTACHED TO DIMLNoIONo OJ?
CKITi,RIGiI ONi CCHCEHNLfl «IITii FUHPOSSS.

OBJECTIVES AND 8001

Jegree of
Importance

level of oupport Mean weighted
>eoreDimensions Per cent

A. i'he written state-
ment includes the need
for a 4-H fair program. 76.92 5.70

B. The statement takes
into account the need3 of
the people extension
serves. (Cultural, eco-
nomic, social need3). 61.54 2.88

C. There is evidence of
harmony among the written
purposes stated for the
program. (A'o one purpose
being in conflict with any-
other.) 76.92 3.10

D. The objectives of the
fair program direct the
fair toward providing and
stimulating intellectual
opportunities for members
of all age levels. 100.0 3.62

B« The statement recog-
nizes the overall objec-
tives of 4—H club work as
presented by the "Jcope
Ueport". 92.31 3.33



difficult to evaluate in terms of the fair alone. Also it

was mentioned that the needs of the people extension serves

include future clientele as well as present participants.

•iuggestions for wording changes included:

dimension At The written statement includes the need for

"the'' 4—a fair program.

.dimension J: One member of the panel was concerned with

the word "intellectual", stating that this connotes high

mental ability. This would eliminate some deserving 4-H

members, lie recommended the word "educational" be sub-

stituted. The dimension would then re->d:

The objectives of the fair program direct the fair

toward providing and stimulating educational oppor-

tunities for members of all age levels.

dimension gi It was suggested that the "Connecticut Objec-

tives" be included in the dimension. It would then read:

The statement recognizes the overall objectives of

4-H club work as presented by the "^>cope Report" and

Connecticut objectives.

CHIT.utIOH II : Implementing JTORram in a

Clear and Logical /ay

Table III shows that dimension was the only one

not to receive over 80 per cent of the panel members

acceptance. This was included in the questionnaire to find
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TABU; III

OHT AND DEGREE Off IMPORTANCE
PANEL MiXlBEHo ATTACH- j SO JIMEN3IOM

I

OBIIBRIOH TM CONCERNED VITH IMPLE-
MENTING TIL. PROGRAM IN A CLiiAK AND

LOGICAL WAT

Degree of
Importance

Level of oupport hean weighted
Dimensions ier cent ..core

A. The content of the
fair program is determined
by 3tudy and analysis of
the needs of the people. 81.81 3.89

B. Ihe administering body
assumes the major responsi-
bility for initiating,
changing, and dropping seg-
ments of the program. 91.66 J. 64

0. I'he county club agent
assumes the major responsi-
vility for initiating,
changing, and dropping seg-
ments of the program. 33.33 2.33

J. The objectives are a
result of cooperative
action by extension person-
nel and others concerned .

in the fair program. 91.66 3.56°

E. The objectives specify
the areas in which learn-
ing (behavior changes) are
to result from participa-
tion in the fair program. 91*66 3.18

P. The objectives are spe-
cific enough to serve as a
base for planning, conduct-
ing, and evaluating the
educational program. 100.0 3.33
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SABL£ III (continued)

Degree of
Importance

Level of support Hean weighted
Jlmensions i-er cent -.core

G. The objectives are
achievable , considering
the level of concern, the
maturity of persons in-
volved, and the resources
available. 100.0 3.00

H. The objectives can re-
late to both immediate and
long-time educational
goals. 83.33 3.33

a
Cne panel member did not answer this itea.

Two panel members did not answer this item.

out who should be given the major responsibility for initi-

ating, changing, and dropping segments of the program. The

results clearly demonstrate that the respondents felt the

county club agent should remain in the background when such

decisions are made. There appeared to be a consensus of

opinion that the county club agent is consulted and guides

the administrative body, so the following dimension was

formulated to replace dimensions B and C.

The administrative body, after consultation with

the county club agent, assumes the major responsi-

bility for initiating, changing, and dropping seg-

ments of the program.
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GRIT^MIOS III : Administrative Organisation

lable IV snows that dimensions A. 5, I and F failed

to receive support of three-fourths of the panel members.

Dimensions a. 2, and D, even though accepted by at least

three-fourths of the panel members, were not considered to

be of importance.

Many of the panel members suggested that the word

"all" be left out of the dimension A. 2.

iome suggestions for wording changes included:

iJimensiona S. 2 and B. £: Jome counties have advisors in

place of directors of the fair association. .<ith this in

mind, the dimensions were changed to read:

B. 2. a set of criteria is available for selecting

directors or advisors who will assume their obliga-

tions and responsibilities with sincere devotion.

B. J. irovlsions are made to train both the offi-

cers, and directors or advisors with their duties

and responsibilities.

Dimension 0: suggestions were made to incorporate Jimen-

sion with Dimension D in the following way:

accurate and complete minutes are kept in an

orderly fashion of all meetings held relating to the

fair program.

Several of the panel members were confused with the

word "significant". It was removed for clarity.
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TABL^ IV

usnst c «i ahj i i Ot IMPORTANCE
RUOK NBOBBS ATTACHED TO DIMEN3I0N3 0*

J.U concerned .viai

ADMINISTHATIVi ORGANIZATION

Degree of
Importance

Level of Jupport Mean weighted
Dimensions Per cent icore

A. .-'here is evidence that
the fair program takes ad-
vantage of the resources
offered by local, county,
and state organizations
(both government and pri-
vate) to a degree compati-
ble with stated objectives
and purposes of 4—a fair

63.33
a

3.00program.

A. 1. The publicity
agencies of radio, TV, and
newspaper services are
utilized in the best way
possible to promote fair
programs. 100.0 3.56

a. 2. Use is made of all
.^tension Jervices, such as
otate and County special-
ists, to help in the
achievement of the pur-
poses and objectives of
fair program. 76.92 2*90

A. 3. A set of criteria is
available for selecting
private organizations to
assist with fair program. 46.16 2.67

B. ihe size of the admin-
istrative organization 1b
adequate to facilitate all
the objectives and purposes

92.31 3.08
b

of the fair program.
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TAHLi. IV (continued)

Degree of
Importance

Level of Support Mean weighted
Dimensions ier cent Jcore

B. 1. There are enough
trained officers to ade-
quately fulfill the re-
sponsibilities of meeting
the fair purposes and c
objectives. 75.00° 3.01

B. 2. A set of criteria is
available for selecting
directors who will assume
their obligations and re-
sponsibilities with M

sincere devotion. 85.33 3.40

B. 3» Provisions are made
to train both the offi-
cers and directors with
their duties and
responsibilities. 100.0 3.25

C. Accurate and complete
minutes are kept of all sig-
nificant meetings held re-
lating to the fair program. 92.31 5.17

D. Minutes of these meet-
ings are kept in an orderly
file and available for use
whenever needed. 86.92 2.91

Kinutes of these meet-
ings are prepared and dis-
tributed to everyone who is
involved with the adminis-
tration and preparation
aspects of the fair plan. 69.23 2.55
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TABLii IV (continued)

Degree of
Importance

Level of oupport Ilean weighted
Jinenslons rer cent Score

F. It is a common prac-
tice for all changes to
be developed into formal
written statements and
copies sent to those who
3hould know of these
changes. 58.33 2.86

a
Iwo panel members did not answer this item.

One panel member did not answer this item.

cCne panel member did not answer this item.

One panel member did not answer this item.

eOne panel member did not answer this item.

J.JT^aiOK IV : Opportunities to Acquire

Knowledge., Jkills, Attitudes gor a Kore

oati3fyin« .Life

fable V indicates that dimensions k, 2, B. 1, B. 2.,

C. 2, and J. 3 all failed to receive the support of three-

fourths of the panel members, oome of the comments con-

cerning the reasons for not accepting these dimensions were

as follows:

j.. 2: Parents are encouraged throughout the 4-H

program and not Just concentrated on at fair time.
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TABLE V

LSI GPPQBS AND BM riCii

PANSX MiiMBiiiS ATTACHED TO DIKKHBIOI

!

CRITLEICN JOOH COJICEHIKD V/ITH OPPOR-
TUNITIES TO AC^UIrO^ UOWIKMS, 3KILL3

AN3 MKtUDES FOB A HQ
SATISFIIHG LIFE

Level of Jupport
dimensions Per cent

Degree of
Importance
Mean weighted

-core

A. The fair program tends
to assist both parents and
children in the attainment
of practicing parental
cooperation. 80.00 3.63

It 1. The activities in-
volved in exhibit prepara-
tion require some parental
interest and guidance.
(example—Farm and Home
Safety) 80.00 3.13

A. 2. The parents are en-
couraged by the club
leaders to work as partners
in developing the childrens
skills. (iiXample—Dairy
fitting and showing) 70.00 3.00

A. 3. The members are en-
couraged to select fair
activities and projects
which fit into a satisfy-
ing home and family life. 80.00 3.50

B. The fair program strength-
ens personal standards and a
philosophy of life based
on lasting and satisfying
values. 80.00 3.63

J. 1. Families are encourag-
ed to attend religious ser-
vices on Sunday mornings by
keeping fair closed during
this time. 50.00 2.80
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TABUS V (continued)

Dimensions
Level of support

ler cent

Degree of
Importance
Mean weighted

-core

B. 2. -'he fair program is
concerned to some degree
with the development of
moral character by eupha-
sizing the following steps:

a) Children learn what is
right and what is wrong

b) They learn to love the
right and hate the
wrong

c) They form habits of
right conduct. 44.44B

C. The 4-H fair program
cultivates a feeling that
the family "belongs" in b
the overall event. 100.00

C. 1. Families of 4-h mem-
bers are encouraged to ass-
ist wherever needed both in
preparation and operation
of the fair. 80.00

C. 2. families of 4-H mem-
bers receive special invi-
tations and/or announcements
of their welcome and impor-
tance in witnessing the
actual fair events. 70.00

0. 3- Recognition is given
to parents, such as announc-
ing the parent 3 of club mem-
bers who exhibit or partici-
pate in the fair program. 55«5&

2.50

3.44

3.50

3.00

2.00

one panel member did not answer this item,

'one panel member did not answer this item.

'One panel member did not answer this item.
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B. 1: The panel members felt this dimension was not

practical and some county fair3 are not held on Sunday

anyway.

B. 2: Many felt this was a good dimension hut

thought it was very difficult to state and evaluate.

C. 2: The parents know they are encouraged to

attend events.

C. J: The panel members stated that parents don't

need any recognition on the fair program and should derive

satisfaction from their children's progress.

dimension A was suggested to read as follows:

The fair program attempts to assist both parents and

children in the attainment of practicing parental

cooperation.

omiaaotf V: -ji.1o.yinK a Useful

Jork experience

Table VI indicates that dimensions 3. 1 and B. 2

failed to receive acceptance by three-fourths of the panel

members and dimension 0. 1 wasn't considered important. A

suggested change in wording of the dimension was to

remove the word "all". The dimension would then readi

opportunity is provided for *t-K members to partici-

pate in enjoyable work experiences in fair

preparation.
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TABLK VI

LL-VLL OP SWOBS AND DSOEXB Off IMPOIiTAHCE
PANiSL MSKBEH3 ATTACHED TO DIKiJfSI0N3 OP
CRITERION SIVb COHCiiiilUO WITH ENJOYING

A D3EF0L -JOWL - 1 KB

Level of Support
Dimensions ier cent

Degree of
Importance
Mean weighted

jcore

A. The fair program pro-
vides a challenge for all
age levels. 100.0 3.31

a

. 1. The standards of
evaluation of exhibits are
developed with considera-
tion for the age level of
exhibitor. 100.0 3-77

A. 2. There are sufficient
opportunities for the
older members to achieve
satisfying personal
accomplishments. 92.31 3.92

B. The 4-ii fair program
enoourages the completion
of work experiences such
as fair committee work
and/or projects. 84.62 3.73

B. 1. Record books axe re-
quired to be submitted
with many projects
exhibited. 61.54 2.50

B. 2. Special recognition
is given to excellent
record keeping and the
fulfillment of project
requirements. 50.00

b
2.17

c

C. Opportunity is provided
for all 4-h members to par-
ticipate in enjoyable work
experiences in fair
preparation. 92.31 3.17
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ZABLI VI (continued)

Jegree of
Importance

Level of support Mean weighted
dimensions Per cent joore

C. 1. Recognition is
given to members who
perform valuable services
in preparation and opera-
tion of the fair program,
such as "4-d i?air service
.ward". 76.92 2.60

aCne panel member did not answer this item.

One panel member did not answer this item.

c
Two panel members did not answer this item.

j-ai^Juif VI : Developing readership i'alents

and Jitizenahip Potentials

i'able VII shows that dimensions l« Si 1 and S< 3

failed to receive support of three-fourths of the panel

members. Hie reasons given for their non-acceptance were:

£| Very difficult to define pride of American

citizenship.

E. 5.: Many fairs only have 4—H exhibits and en-

courage 4~H members and clubs to demonstrate

the objectives of the civic organizations.

The remaining seven dimensions were rated as impor-

tant by those panel members accepting them.
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TABLx, VII

LEVEL QI SttFFOBS IBS QSOBES QV IMPOBIAHCJS
PANEL MEMBERS ATTACHED TO OlttJfSlOHS OF

EERIOH SIX OOafCSHHBD WITH 3iV^L0PIiiG
LEADERSHIP PALENT3 AM OITIZEBSHIP

pofiarei

Level of oupport
dimensions ier cent

Degree of
Importance
Kean weighted

jcore

a. The older members are
given opportunities to
work with the younger mem-
bers in fair preparation. 92.31 3-17

a. 1. Junior leaders are
given major responsibility
in local club preparations
for the fair. 84.62 3.36

A. 2. The fair association
provides the members as
many leadership functions as
possible while still operat-
ing an effective fair
program. 92.31 3.67

B. Both sexes are given
equal opportunities to
develop their leadership
talents as officers, on
committees, etc. 76.92 3.20

C. Both rural and urban
members are given equal
opportunities to develop
their leadership talents. 84.62 3.82

D. Leadership training is
provided for all those who
plan to take on this aspect
of responsibility. 9l.67a 3.45

ii. The pride of American
Citizenship is encouraged in
the fair program. 61.54 3.13
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I VII (continued)

Jegree of
Importance

Level of ...upport Lean weighted
Dimensions ier cent •Jcore

-. 1. The American flag
and due respect to its
presence is encouraged at
all fair preparation
meetings. 61.54

... 2. Jitizenship ex-
hibits are a regular
feature of the 5-fl fair. 92.31

B« 3. Civic organizations
like the American Legion,
Tiational Guard, D.A.A.,
are encouraged to particl- b
pate in fair program. 50.00

2.63

3.00

2.50

One panel member did not answer this item.

One panel member did not answer this item.

CHITiatlu; VII: HecoKnizia^ Scientific

Agriculture and Home ..conomics

2able VIII shows that dimensions A. 1, A. 2, B. 1,

G, and J were not accepted by three-fourths of the original

60 per cent of the panel members who accepted the criteria.

The general opinion on these dimensions was that the

dimensions should be a part of the overall club program.

only dimensions -i, B, and 0. 2 were accepted by over

three-fourths of the panel members and were considered

important.
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tusa VIII

lots:
paioa ttsmsas amaok
CHI. . CONC.

IiJG 30IKOTUX0 .

DiSGiiLi! OS IK
aD TO DIMJiHS

UJBICHJMOHE

ICNo Oi1

ECO0HIZ-
AMD

Level of Jupport
Dimensions ier cent

degree of
Importance
Mean weighted

Jcore

A. specialists are used
as much as possible in
this aspect of the fair
program, such as special-
ists in poultry nutrition. 100.0 5.14

a. 1. Members are provided
the opportunity to read,
hear, and discuss some of
the research findings
related to their project
interests, such as prepa-
ration workshops. 66.67

a
5.00

A. 2. specialists are
available to explain new
methods and techniques in
specific fields of agri-
culture and iiome economics
in both fair preparation
and at the fair. 57-14 5.25

B. There are programs in
Ag. and Home So. which are
available to boys and girls
of limited financial
potentials. 85.71 5.50

B. 1. Local civic organi-
zations are encouraged to
provide economic assist-
ance for project work. 66.67

b
2.75
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. t VIII (continued.)

Degree of
Importance

Level of support Mean weighted
Jimea3ions Per cent Jcore

C. Opportunities are pro-
vided for urban members to
recognize the importance of
scientific agriculture and
itome jiconomics in our total
economy. ( Demonstrations,
displays) 71.45 3.00

j. exhibits showing results
of scientific agriculture
and home economics are a
regular feature of the
fair. 71.45 3.20

j. 1. exhibits showing how
results of scientific re-
search are applicable to
the farm and home are a
regular feature of the -

fair. 83.33 2.80

J. 2. exhibits showing how
scientific agriculture and
home economics contribute
to our high standard of
living are a regular fea- *

ture of the fair. 83.33 3.60

a
0ne member did not answer this item.

One member did not answer this item.

°one member did not answer this item.

One member did not answer this item.
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CRITERION VIII : Career Exploration

Table II shows that dimension A was the only one

not accepted by three-fourths of the panel members, ^.ven

those who accepted it did not feel it was important in

the fair program.

TABLL IX

L^ViL QV tT ASS DmU^ OF IMPO^TkN'J;,
PAHi PTACHED To 3IMSHSIOH3 Of
CP.1 .' ..IGflT CoNCEHMi.D WITH 0ABB8B

KB LOCATION

Degree of
Importance

Level of Jupport Mean weighted
jimensions ter cent ..core

A. Individual encourage-
ment for career exploration
i3 provided in promotional
aspects of the fair such as
radio, TV, newspapers. 70.0 2.45

B. Opportunities are
available to develop spe-
cial talents through fair
programs such as talent
shows, public speaking,
etc. 100.0 5.20

C. The exhibiting of
project accomplishments is
not a terminating goal but
a step towards future
challenges. 80.0 5. 13

D. iixhibits on careers,
such as opportunities in
forestry, horticulture,
public health, etc., are a
regular feature of the fair. 88.89 3.15

one panel member did not answer this item.
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oai'faRIOfl IX: Opportunities to Appreciate

Mature « Conservation , and Wise Use of

Natural lie sources

Table X reveals that of the 69 per cent of the panel

members accepting this criteria, dimension B was not con-

sidered to be of importance.

TABL-ii X

LSTto OF 8UWQM hMD BBSEBB OP IMPOHTaNCB
PAHS Id AOTAOHED K) JlM&NoloHo (W
CBITJBHIOH HIHB CONCEHtfiJ .;l'J?Ii AEPHJBOIAS-

IBS HATU&ii, CCKSiSHVAlIOM AND
li^IUiLvi Ri 1O0 iJ.jj

Degree of
Importance

Level of Support Mean weighted
Jimensions i-er cent ocore

k, Phe 4—li fair program
emphasizes the natural re-
source aspects of exhibits
in forestry, entomology,
agronomy, etc. 100.0 3.44

B. Conservation agencies
such as the Joll Conserva-
tion oervice, are encourag-
ed to participate at the
fair as promoters of
conservation. 100.0 2.67

C. Both urban and rural
members are encouraged to
demonstrate the wise use
of natural resources in
various ways like booth
exhibits and demonstra-
tions, etc. 77-78 3.27
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OaiT-jiilU.' X.I Cultivating traits of Healthful

Liviap; , xurposeful recreation

Table XI shows that of the 61.54 per cent of the

panel members who accepted this criteria, two of the

dimensions, B and I), were not placed as important in the

fair program, oome of the panel members felt that dimen-

sion D should be a part of the overall 4—B program.

TABLL XI

Utm 01 oUPPGHT AND DKGHiii OF IMPOHTANCL
i.'i'ACHiil) TO DIMLN-ilCNC OF

3HIIBKI01I taS C0S0EH1JED WITH CULTIVATING
EUITS OF UAALTHFUL LIVING AND

PUHFOoiFUL fii.CHi,ATIGN

Dimensions
Level of ~>upport

Per cent

Jegree of
Importance
hean weighted

...core

A. i'air exhibits and
activities concerned with
health, recreation and
leisure time are
encouraged. 100.0

B. Community organiza-
tions like the Heart
Fund, IHC'L, etc. are en-
couraged to participate in
fair program. 100.0

C. There is some type of
purposeful recreation dur-
ing the actual fair sched-
ule of events. 100.0

D. There is some aspect
of the fair program which
includes physical fitness
and its implications. 75«0

3.12
a

2.63

3.13

2.83

One panel member did not answer this item.
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OHITi^ilwi'i aI: ,»orjiiaK Jooperatlvely

•<ith Others

Table XII shows that dimensions a. 1, k, 2, A. 3,

and all elements of B were not accepted by three-fourths

of the panel members. Reasons given by the judges

included:

A. 1 and ^. 2: tfot all fairs are organized this way.

Who is the fair association to require participation by all

clubs? It would be impossible to work with a group as

large as 26S members.

B: Recognition is in the doing, special recognition

is not important.

A wording suggestion for dimension C was as follows;

The fair association provides a climate for indi-

viduals to grow and learn by taking part in small

group activities.

D. 2 was not considered to be important.
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TABl^ XXX

IxHTSL OM iUPK . DBORii 02 UD OHT
PANii MLMBjiitJ ATTACKED TO DIHaNoIOHi
caiiaaic

OOOMHATXYKLX .ara ora

degree of
Importance

Level of oupport Mean weighted
Dimensions Per cent jcore

A. i'he fair program en-
courages cooperation among
all the clubs in the
country. 100.0 3.31

A. 1. The fair associa-
tion requests that every
club send at least two
representatives bo the

33.33
ameetings. 3.00

A. 2. ^aoh club is repre-
sented at fair associa-

$0. o
btion meetings. 3.00

A. J. Kany committees are
composed of entire clubs
such as parking, advance
sale of tickets, etc. 66.67° 2.50

B. Club3 which contribute
outstanding services toward
the fair program are given
special recognition, (.vll

50.0
dmembers contributing) 2.67

ii. 1. 'ihe clubs are evaluat-
ed with regard to the
following criteria:

a) Club activities in fair
promotional activities. 53.87 2.29

b) Club representation on
fair association
committees. 62.50 2.60

c) Club contribution to
fair ground preparation
and clean up. 53.87 2.71
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TABL„ XXI (continued)

Degree of
Importance

Level of Support Mean weighted
Dimensions ier cent Score

d) .uality of club
exhibits. 46.15 2.83

e) „uantity of club
exhibits. 33.35* 2.25

C. The fair association
provides a climate for
individuals to grow and
learn in group activities. 100.0 3.87

C. 1. The members are
aware of each others
contributions. 92.31 3.00

0. 2. Ihe fair associa-
tion is not dominated
with an authoritarian clique
which shuts out all others. 92.31 3.83

C. 3- Each member increases
his understanding of vari-
ous techniques in working
in groups. 84.62 3.09

C. 4. Learning experiences
are designed to help mem-
bers develop skill in co-
operative action. 100.0 3.31

i). -ach member satisfies
his personal desires:

1. Feeling of acceptance
by the group (security)

2. Satisfying personal
achievement. (-,x.

selected &a j oultry
Supt. last year was
Assistant). 84.62 2.91
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TABli XII (continued)

Degree of
Importance

Level of Support nean weighted
Dimensions i er cent .icore

3. Reeling of con-
tributing to gen-
eral welfare of the
fair program,
(adequacy). 92.31 3.00

a
Cne panel member did not answer this item.

One panel member did not answer this item.

One panel member did not answer this item.

One panel member did not answer this item.

e
Gne panel member did not answer this item.

v/.u.li .-LJ^ii ^11 : adequate Facilities and

Resources

Table XIII shows that dimensions 0. 1 and 0. 3 were

not accepted by three-fourths of the panel members, -ieasons

given for not accepting them were:

C. 1: This implies premiums are necessary and not

all fairs give premiums.

g. 3_: This dimension was poorly worded and none of

the elements were important to all of the panel members.

I erhaps element f would have received more support if

defined clearly.

Dimensions k, 3 and 6? 2 were classified as not being

important in the fair program.
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TABLi, XIII

li^l or ouiioiii ahd nouat oj? xxfqbcabos
PAHKI HSKBZBS .TTACHsI) TO DIHiiNSIOHS OF
CRITiiUIOH rWiiLVii COHCiiKJ^D JITH AQE JJATB

faciliti^o jjo assotao

Level of Support
Dimensions I er cent

Jegree of
Importance
Mean weighted

Jcore

A. Proper physical arrange-
ments are present at all
fair association meetings. 84.62 3.10

a

A. 1. There is adequate
space to handle group
gatherings with comfort. 92.31 3.30

b

A. 2. The facilities are
arranged in such a way that
everyone feels a "belong-
ing" to the discussion. 92.31 3.46°

A. 3. There are audio-
visual aids equipment
available if desired.
(Chalk board, etc.) 92.51 2.83

B. The fair grounds and
facilities are adequate
for both members and the
general public. 100.0 3.39

3. 1. i'he location of the
fair is constantly evalu-
ated to provide the best
possible location. (Con-
venience to public). 83.33

d
3.00

B. 2. The facilities are
kept in their best condi-
tion to provide the best
possible "show window". 100.0 3.46

B. 3. ^very exhibit dept.
at the fair is given ade-
quate space and equipment
needed to display its
accomplishments. 100.0 3.38
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Jegree of
Importance

Level of Support Hean weighted
Dimensions Per cent Score

C. financial aspects of
the fair are constantly
being studied. 92.31 3.17

C. 1. Premiums are paid
in accordance with re-
ceipts of the fair. 41.67e 2.40

C. 2. 2he fair program
has adequate financing. 92.31 2.83

C. 3- The major portion
of financial assets are
obtained from: 66.67

a) Premium book
advertisements — 2.22

b) Gate Admissions — 2.88
c) Concessions

(Commercial — 1.33
d) Donations ~
e) Fair Ass'n. and 4-H

2.00

Club concessions — 2.56
f ) Government

reimbursements — 1.62

ii. financial gains are
secondary to the educa-
tional objectives of the
fair program. 100.0 3.92

One panel member did not answer this item.

Two panel members did not answer this item.

One panel member did not answer this item.

One panel member did not answer this item.

e0ne panel member did not answer this item.
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ouggested changes in wording in dimension 3. 2 was

to change the word "keep" to kept, The dimension would

then read:

i'he facilities are kept in their best possible

condition to provide the best possible "show window".

CKIiaaoU XIII : evaluation of inhibits

Table XIV shows that dimension D was the only one

not to be accepted by three-fourths of the panel members.

Element d of the dimension 3. 1 was discarded by the

Judges also.

The panel members did not feel that past experience

in judging 4-H exhibits was necessary if dimension C was

present in fair program. There was a consensus of opinion

that judges do not need formal recognition.

ouggested changes in wording included:

B. 1. a: Sincere interest in youth rather than "in

the 4-fl program. "

0. 2: The word "and" was omitted after record books.

'The dimension should read:

Information on the fair, their particular field of

evaluation, like record books and project require-

ments, are placed in the judges hands well before

fair time.
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TaKU XIV

LcVi»L of oUifokt un .... Of i.

PAl,. LmACHJSD Tu DlttSHSIOH3 OF
OXXfSBXOB THIHTEEfl OOHCEBBXS WITH

J&iSXOS OF iCOiliilTC

Degree of
Importance

Level of Support i'iean weighted
Dimensions ier cent jcore

A. X'he judging of ex-
hibits is done wit'a con-
sideration to qualities
of exhibitor as well as
exhibit. 92.51 3.75

. 1. Consideration is
given to age of exhibitor. 100. 5.85

A. 2. Consideration is
given to experience of
exhibitor. 100.0 3.54

... 5« Consideration is
given to complexity of
task undertaken. 100.0 3.51

3. Ihe judges are select-
ed with the purpose of
education foremost. 100.0 5.92

B. 1. The judges are
selected on the follow-
ing qualifications:

a) oincere interest in
the 4-ii program. 92.31 5.17

b) *ell qualified in
specific field. 92.31 5.25

c) Willingness to ex-
plain reasons for
placing exhibit,
both written and
orally

.

100.0 5.62
d) Fast experience in

judging 4-H
exhibits. 61.54 2.75
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TABLi XIV (continued)

Degree of
Importance

Level of support Mean weighted
Dimensions jer cent ocore

C, Information is avail-
able for assisting judges
with methods of 4-H
exhibit evaluation. 92.31 3.67

C. 1. A special meeting is
held before the judging
takes place to explain
judging system used and
answer questions. 100.0 3.07

Ct 2. Information on the
fair, their particular
field of evaluation like
record books, project re-
quirements, are placed in
the judges hands well
before fair time. 92.31 3.25

a

J. Recognition is given
to outstanding judges,
like a "Service ^ward." 16. 67" 2.00

. constructive criticism
is used to educate exhibi-
tor with the overtone of
"making the Best Better." 100.0 3.47

Si 1. i'he exhibitor is
shown "how" his exhibit
has been judged. 92.31 3.08

i. 2. The exhibitor is
shown "why" the exhibit has
been evaluated as it has. 100.0 3.47

S. 3. The exhibitor is
shown in what ways he can
"improve" his exhibit
next year. 92.31 3.50
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TABLi XIV (continued)

Degree of
Importance

Level of Jupport Mean weighted
Jlmensions ier cent ..core

Ei 4. Results of evalua-
tion are used in deter-
mining the growth of the
individual toward spe-
cific objectives. 92.51 3.25

^-ne panel nember did not answer this item.

..m^aciJ X.IV : Maintaining lumbers '

Interest in 4-H Club Work

Table ~V shows that dimensions «. 3 and B. 2 were

not accepted by three-fourths of the panel members, dimen-

sions 3. 3 was not considered to be important, lossible

explanations for the discarding of these dimensions are

as follows!

~. 2.1 This type of display cannot be counted on

each year and is not just part of the fair program but of

the overall 4-u program.

B. g: The panel members did not want to separate

the rural and non-rural members of the 4-n program, espec-

ially with special recognition.

B. £: oome of the panel members did not feel this

was an evaluation of the fair program.
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IABLc XV

ttVSl OF SUPPORT AN3 BB6E3S OP in. 1

PAHLL tliMBBRS .iTTACHSD TO DIHEBSIOI8 OP
CitlT^IOK POUKT^U CGNCl^NilD WITH
MAINTAINING I'uittBiiiio * WTSHKST IN

4-H CLUB «'0;iK

Level of Jupport
Dimensions Per cent

Degree of
Importance
Mean weighted

core

A. The older members are
encouraged to participate
in the fair program. 100.0 3.83

a

A. 1. The services of
older member clubs (Jer-
vice club, Jiey Olub, Teen
Age Club) are encouraged
to sponsor special events
lilce talent shows. 84.62 3.09

A« 2. I'iany iix-fair offi-
cers and members are select-
ed as Directors, Judges, etc. 84.62 3.09

A. 3» Outstanding 4-K'ers
who have attended national
events prepare educational
displays. 61.54 2.38

3. The fair program stimu-
lates interest and partici-
pation in the entire 4-H
program. 92.31 3.08

B. 1. There are exhibit
classes for all possible
projects available to both
rural and urban members. 84.62 3.44

B. 2. jpecial recognition
is given to original-type
displays, like suburban
landscape designs, urban
safety displays, etc. 61.54 3.25
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TABLL XV (continued)

Degree of
Importance

Level of iupport Kean weighted
dimensions tor cent ocore

B. 3> The outstanding
exhibits and demonstra-
tions at the fair are
used throughout the year
in various 4-H activities. 84.62 2.56

One panel member did not answer this item.

0>iITii^IOfl XV: Provisions for Constant

Iteview and ^valuation

Table XVI reveals that dimension B was the only one

not accepted by over three-fourths of the panel members.

The dimension was very difficult to understand and use in

an evaluation. iYen though A. 4 was accepted by over

three-fourths of the panel members, some felt it was

impossible to evaluate.
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TABLS XVI

IBVlb OF SBFPQBJ ASS BSKOn OP IMPORTANT
PANEL MiHJfciRo iiTTACR^J - ;ION3 OP

CRITERION FIPTiEN CONC ..ITH

PROVISION FOR OOilSIAJR SBVXH
A2TD BTAWATIQB

Level of support
Dimensions i er cent

Degree of
Importance
iiean weighted

-.core

A. Among the things
regularly evaluated are:

A. 1. The purposes, objec-
tives, and scope of the
4-H fair program. 92.31 3-58

A. 2. The adequacy and
effectiveness of the
administrative
organization. 92.31 3.50

A. 3. Tne process of prepa-
ration and actual fair
proceedings. 92.31 3.25

A. 4. The progress being
achieved by the members. 76.92 3.20

B. Evaluation is based on
empirical evidence and
acceptable professional
opinion. 66.67

a
3.13

C. -"-ll persons having
responsibilities in the
fair program participate in
planning the evaluation
and collecting needed
evidence. 100.0 3.47

D. Members participate in
the evaluation of their own
progress in the learning
activities. 92.31 3.25
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TABLi, XVI (continued)

Degree of
Importance

Level of support Hean weighted
Dimensions ier cent icore

Si -iystematic records are
kept of the results of all
evaluations. ?6.92 3.00

F. Results of evaluation
used in determining:

It She appropriateness of
the stated purposes,
objectives, and
scope of the fair
program. 92.31 3.42

2. How well the present
program is fulfilling
its stated purposes,
objectives and scope. 100.0 3«39

3. Ways of correcting
the deficiencies
identified by the
evaluation. 92.31 3.16

G. i'he evaluation process
is reviewed periodically
by those responsible for
the various aspects of
the program. 100.0 3.^

a
0ne panel member did not answer this item.

88NUBX

In this chapter an attempt was made first, to iden-

tify the sources of information from which suggested cri-

teria were developed for evaluating county 4-H fair pro-

grams in Connecticut 5 second, to describe how a panel of
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fourteen Judges were selected to evaluate the suggested

criteria; third, to explain the procedure followed by the

panel of Judges in determining which of the criteria and

dimensions should be kept for evaluative purposes; and

fourth, to summarize the judges' reaction to the suggested

criteria.

fifteen suggested criteria containing a total of

sixty-six specific dimensions with seventy-five specific

elements were submitted to the panel of judges, .ji analy-

sis of the data relating to the judges' appraisal of the

proposed criteria and dimensions revealed that;

1. Seventy-five per cent or more of the judges

endorsed twelve of the fifteen statements pro-

posed as criteria for evaluating county 4-H

fair programs in Connecticut.

2. i'he judges suggested that changes be made in the

wording of two of the proposed criteria.

3. A total of nine dimensions and twenty-four ele-

ments failed to get the support of three-fourths

of the panel members and thus were discarded.

4. a total of two dimensions and five elements

failed to receive a mean weighted score of three

in importance and thus were discarded.

'j. ihe wording of ten dimensions and six elements

were changed in accordance with the suggestions
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made by the panel of judges.

6. rhree of the dimensions and elements were unans-

wered by two of the panel members accepting the

criteria and thirty-four statements were not

answered by one of the panel members accepting

the statements. 8 oome panel members felt they

could not answer some of the questions

objectively.

She panel member(s) who did not answer the item does
not necessarily mean it was the same panel member(s) who
was responsible for all the omissions.
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8VMMSBB gpyywxi paoat .ihg

XJBSSB STAUTASI SI 4-H JAIR

PHOGilAMS IN CONNECTICUT

The major purpose of thia study was to formulate

suggested criteria which, might he used as guides in evalu-

ating county 4-H fair programs in Connecticut, ^fter

developing suggested criteria they were submitted to a

panel of judges who determined their importance as evalua-

tive criteria. Upon receiving the recommendations from

the panel of judges, the criteria were revised and formu-

lated into a measuring instrument.

i'his chapter is devoted to the prepared measuring

instrument and suggestions for its use. The chapter is

divided into four sections: (1) selecting respondents,

(2) collecting the data, (3) analysis of the data, and

(4) the measuring instrument.

I. JUSTING THi, BSSPOSSlttS

Respondents should be selected on the basis of their

understanding of and interest in the 4—U fair program.

Sampling: There are four main groups of people

closely aligned with the fair program:

A. Barents
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B. Leaders

J. J^air association members and Jirectors

D. 4—K club members.

2he following list of qualifications may be used as

a guide in testing the proposed criteria with people

closely aligned with the 4-H fair program:

A. Parents

1) Sincere interest in total 4-II club program.

2) Attendance at county 4-iI fair events.

5) Have children who have been enrolled in

4-H club work at least two years.

B. Leaders

1) Leader in county for two or aore years.

2) Olub participates in 4—H fair program.

3) Club is active in many phases of 4—

H

program.

C. j'air issociation

1) officers and Committee chairmen.

2) Members who have been active two or more

years.

3) directors, two or more years of active

service.

i). 4—U Members

1) Been an active member for three years or

more.
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2) Participated in at least two fair programs.

3) Overall maturity as aa individual.

4) Can be selected on the three age levels

of 4--. club work.

a) lounger 4-H members (age 10-13)

b) Older 4-H members (age 14-17)

c) Young adult members (age 18-21)

5) Junior leaders who are active in fair

program.

II. COLLECTING SiL. DATA

The data may be collected through use of a mail

questionnaire or personal interview. The personal inter-

view would be preferable.

In filling out the instrument, the respondents would

be asked to do three things:

1. iiead each dimension carefully.

2. In column one indicate the degree of importance

you feel ought to be given the dimensions in

present-day county 4-H fair programs.

3. In column two Judge the content to which the

dimension is present in the county 4-H fair

program in your county.

In appraising the importance of each dimension, the

respondent may use the following scale:
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4 - Of major importance

3 - Important

2 - Of aome importance

1 - Of little importance

- Of no importance

In judging the extent to which each dimension is

present in the 4—ii fair program in their respective coun-

ties, the respondents may use the scale below:

A - present to a very satisfactory degree

B - present to a fair degree

C - is not present or is unsatisfactory

DN - don't know.

III. iiNaLX3I3 OF TEil 3AIA

oince the figures appearing after each dimension in

column one represent weighted "values", it is possible to

compute a mean weighted score for the dimensions by multi-

plying each figure by the number of respondents circling

it, adding together the answers obtained, and dividing this

answer by the total number of respondents rating the

dimension.

Before mean weighted scores were computed for column

two, numerical values of three, two, one and zero were

assigned to the letters L, B, G, and DN respectively. It

is possible then to compute mean weighted scores for the
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second column.

iv. ra~ HuAoUhihg zssSBsa

PHOPOSiil) QBXXKBXA 908 IVAMJAHBO GGUNTT

4-H PAIH PROGRAMS IN OOSNSSXOfl

i-urposo of the ->tud.y ; The purpose of this study is to find

out hove well you feci the present 4—H fair program ia

measuring up to its objectives.

INSTRUCTION

1. In the following pages are twelve criteria, each with

two or more dimensions.

2. Head each dimension carefully.

3. In column one indicate the degree of importance you

feel ought to be given the dimension in present day

county 4-H fair programs by circling appropriate number .

4. In column 2 judge the content to which the dimension is

present in your county 4—H fair program and circle

appropriate number .

5. -lease do not sign your name.

I lease answer the following questions before pro-

ceeding with the following pages.
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1. .hat is your relationship to 4-H Club Work?

Please check.

Leader .

?arent or 4-i; member

j'air ..ss'n. . Describe (example, President,

Director, etc.) .

iiember . Age .

Other . Describe .

2. iiow long have you held the above position?

Ilonths Years
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euzsBiofl i

TUi iJUCA'i'IOHAl owscrrv .oh activity withih

TILi FAIU PROGRAM ABI &SABX.X DMTOBD lHU IS UBXStBH J-OfiM.

icale ocale
4 Major A-present to a very

importance satisfactory
3 Important degree
2 wf some B-present to a fair

importance degree
1 Of little C-is not present or

importance is unsatisfactory
Of no DN-don't know
importance

Degree of
dimension importance Decree present

(circle; (circle)
A. l"he written state-
ment includes the need
for the 4-H fair
program. 4 3 2 10 A B C DH

B. There i3 evidence
of harmony among the
written purposes stated
for the program (Ko one
purpose being in con-
flict with any other) 4-3210 A B C DK

C. The objectives of
the fair program direct
the fair toward pro-
viding and stimulat-
ing educational oppor-
tunities for members
of all age levels. 4 3 2 10 A B C DH

D. The statement recog-
nizes the overall ob-
jectives of 4-Ii club
work as presented by
the "ocope Report" and
Connecticut objectives. 4 3 2 10 A B C DH
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OBXfSBXQB II

1!Ea AoSOCIAi. *-B

F«IR FH03HAM ussqpAXZu JACILITAT aara or its

0BJBCIITO8.

ocale .icale

4 Major A-present to a very
importance satisfactory

5 Important degree
2 Of some B-present to a fair

importance degree
1 Of little 0-is not present or
importance is unsatisfactory
Of no -l.-don't know
importance

Degree of
Dimension importance Degree present

(circle; (circle.)
.. i'he content of the
fair program is deter-
mined by study and
analysis of the needs
of the people. 4 3 2 10 A B ON

B. The administrative
body, after consul-
tation with the coun-
ty club agent, assumes
the major responsibil-
ity for initiating,
changing and dropping
segments of the
program. 4 3 2 10 A B ON

C. The objectives are
a result of coopera-
tive action by exten-
sion personnel and
others concerned in
the fair program. 4 3 2 10 A 3 C ON
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Dimension

ocale
4 Major

Importance
3 Important
2 Of some

importance
1 ^f little
importance
Of no
importance

Degree of
importance

Jcale
^-present to a very

satisfactory
degree

B-present to a fair
degree

G-is not present or
is unsatisfactory

DH-don't know

Je -roe pre
(circle)

resent

D. i'he objectives speci-
fy the areas in which
learning (behavior
changes are to result
from participation in
the fair program.

j£. I'he objectives are
specific enough to
serve as a base for
planning, conducting,
and evaluating the
educational program.

r. ihe objectives are
achievable , consider-
ing the level of con-
cern, the maturity of
persons involved, and
the resources
available.

G, The objectives can
relate to both immedi-
ate and long-time edu-
cational goals.

[ circle)

4 3 2 10

4 3 2 10

4 3 2 10

4 3 2 10

Dl

as

JH

OS
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CRITERION III

sax kmivxasiKvm oaaufisAsxo* hkve&cbpsd wb til.

4-H PAIR PROGRAM FUNCTIONS ABgqBlSKLX To iVOILITATL; TH^.

AOHXBVBBflB Of ITo 3T-'.TiiD PURPOo^o AID 0WKJTIVE8,

Jcale Jcale
4 Kajor A-present to a very

importance satisfactory
3 Important degree
2 Of some B-preaent to a fair

importance degree
1 OX little C-is not present or

importance is unsatisfactory
Of no 011-don ' t know
importance

Degree of
Jimension importance Jotfree present

(circle) (circle)
k, Ihere i3 evidence
that the fair program
takes advantage of the
resources offered by
local, county, and state
organizations (both
government and private)
to a degree compatible
with stated objectives
and purposes of 4-H
fair program. 4 3 2 10 A 3 G DM

A. 1. i'he publicity
agencies of radio, TV,
and newspaper services
are utilized to pro-
mote fair programs. 4 3 2 10 A B c m
&. ihe size of the ad-
ministrative organiza-
tion is adequate to
facilitate all the ob-
jectives and purposes of
the fair program. 4 3 2 10 A B DM
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-icale Jcale
4 Major jt-present to a very

importance satisfactory
3 Important degree
2 Uf some B-present to a. fair

importance degree
1 Of little 0-is not present or

importance is unsatisfactory
<>t no -don't Icnow
importance

Degree of
JImensioa importance Jesree nresent

(circle) (circle)
B. 1. j-'Uere axe enough
trained officers to
adequately fulfill the
responsibilities of
meeting the fair pur-
poses and objectives. * 3 2 1 A B C DN

B. 2. A set of criteria
is available for select
ing directors or advis-
ors who will assume
their obligations and
responsibilities with
sincere devotion. 4 3 2 10 A fl C DN

B. 3« lrovisions are
made to train both the
officers and directors
or advisors with their
duties and
responsibilities. 4 3 2 10 B ON

0. ...ccurate and com-
plete minutes are
kept in an orderly
fashion for all meet-
ings held relating to
the fair program. 4 3 2 10 A B DN
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CHIIJffiXOB IV

09 FORTUHITIiii ARi, AVaIIABLJ. FOE TOUNG PBOHiK TO

10 .UIRi OOWUStt, .iKILL AKD ATTITIJ 1 . -TIo-

JTING HOM£ AND FAMIL? LIM.

.Scale ocaie
4 Kajor A-present to a very

importance satisfactory
3 Important degree
2 Of some fl-present to a fair

importance degree
1 Of little C-is not present or

importance is unsatisfactory
Of no DW-don't know
importance

Degree of
Dimension importance JeRree present

(circle) (circle)
i< The fair program
attempts to assist
both parents and chil-
dren in the attainment
of practicing parental
cooperation. 4J210 A 3 C DH

A. 1. The activities
involved in exhibit
preparation require
some parental interest
and guidance. Example-
Farm and Home Safety. 4 3 2 10 A B DJT

xi. 2. The members are
encouraged to select
fair activities and
projects which fit
into a satisfying
home and family life. 4 3 2 10 A B © BM
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Jcale jc'a'ie

4 Major A-present to a very
importance satisfactory

3 Important degree
2 Of some B-present to a fair

importance degree
1 Of little 0-is not present or
importance i3 unsatisfactory
Of no DN-don't know
importance

Degree of
Dimension importance DeKree present

(circle) (circle)
B. JJhe fair program
strengthens personal
standards and a philo-
sophy of life based
on lasting and satis-
fying values. 4 3 2 10 A B OH

0. The 4-H fair pro-
gram cultivates a
feeling that the
family "belongs" in
the overall event. 4 3 2 10 A B C DN

C. 1. Families of 4-H
members are encouraged
to assist wherever
needed both in prepara-
tion and operation of
the fair. 4 3 2 10 B C D1T
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CKIT-^ICN V

OPJORTUNITI . . l>0& THii 4-H HiMBSH3 TO

XHJor a Uo_,fj: Hbww, » .rojjoi-

BILITX AND SATISFACTION Oi' ] BUKHUXi ACCSOUPLIoHJLJJT.

jcale ->cale
* Major ..-present to a very

importance satisfactory
3 Important degree
2 Of some B-present to a fair

importance degree
1 Of little C-is not present or

importance is unsatisfactory
Of no DN-don't know
importance

degree of
Dimonsion importance Jesree present

Ccircle) (circle;
A. The fair program
provides a challenge
for all age levels. 4 3 2 10 A B DH

A. 1. The standards
of evaluation of ex-
hibits are developed
with consideration for
the age level of
exhibitor. 4 3 2 1 A B C DN

A. 2. 1'here are suffi-
cient opportunities
for the older members
to achieve satisfying
personal accomplish-
ments. 4 3 2 10 A B C DN

B. The 4-i: fair pro-
gram encourages the
completion of work
experiences such as
fair committee work
and/or projects. 4 3 2 10 A B C DN
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Jcale -jcale
4- Kajor A-present to a very

importance satisfactory
3 Important degree
2 Cf some 3-present to a fair

importance degree
1 Of little C-is not present or

importance is unsatisfactory
Cf no DJi-don't know
Importance

Decree of
dimension importance Decree present

(circle) (circle;
C. Opportunity is pro-
vided for 4—K members
to participate in en-
joyable work experi-
ences in fair
preparation. 43210 A 3 DW
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CRIT-JilGN VI

OfSWBUXXpn AB1 ATAIL4SLE i?OS PAETICIIUNT3 TO

ISTSLOI tMHlHiagg S1LSKS and A.BIMTU K

TEBila CITIZENSHIP POWOTEUIfl.

jcale Seal*
4 Major A-present to a very

importance satisfactory
3 Important degree
2 Of some B-present to a fair

importance degree
1 Of little 0-is not present or

importance is unsatisfactory
of no DN-don't know
importance

Degree of
Dimension importance )es;ree present

(circle; (circle;
. 1'he older members are

given opportunities to
work with the younger
members in fair
preparation. 4 3 2 10 A B C DN

A. 1. Junior leaders
are given major respon-
sibility in local club
preparations for the
fair. 4 3 2 10 A B C DN

k. 2. The fair associa-
tion provides the mem-
bers as many leadership
functions as possible
while still operating
an effective fair
program. 4 3 2 10 A B C DN

B. Both sexes are given
equal opportunities to
develop their leader-
ship talents as offi-
cers, on committees,
etc. 4 3 2 10 A B C DN
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Jcale Jcale
4 ftajor ^-present to a very

importance satisfactory
3 Important degree
2 Of some B-present to a fair

importance decree
1 Of little C-is not present or

importance is unsatisfactory
Of no Dtf-don't know
importance

Degree of
Jimensicn importance Degree present

(circle) (circle)
Oi iioth rural and urban
members are given e qual
opportunities to develop
their leadership
talents. 4 3 2 10 A B

-. leadership training
is provided for all
those who plan to take
on this aspect of
responsibility. 4 3 2 10 A B C DH

. citizenship exhibits
are a regular feature
of the 4-ii fair. 4 3 2 10 & i o at
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oaoMsioi vn

SB i-.aii i'ttOGBAM HiOVIDEo FAETICirANTJ 0. i ,.IUN-

TLiS FOH CARJiM EXPLORATION.

Ocale
4 Ha;j or

importance
5 Important
2 Of some

importance
1 Of little
importance
Of no
importance

degree of
aiaension importance

Jcale
.^-present to a very
satisfactory
degree

B-present to a fair
degree

C-is not present or
is unsatisfactory

DN-don ' t know

JeRree present
(circle)

A. Opportunities are
available to develop
special talents through
fair urograms such as
talent shows, public
speaking, etc. 4 5 2 10
B. The exhibiting of
project accomplish-
ments is not a. ter-
minating goal but a
step towards future
challenges. 4 5 2 10
C. Exhibits on
careers, such as oppor-
tunities in forestry,
horticulture, public
health, etc., are a
regular feature of the
fair. 4 5 2 10

(circle)

A B C JN

A B C DH

A B C DK
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QBIXEBXQB VIII

OPPQHTUNITI .VaILAEU FQH MJMI0IPAHT3 TO

avmop ubsw, ability, »hj vmasBwuiBJMa

JOINING COOFiEATIVLLI WITH 0THEK3.

Ucale ^cale
4 Major A-present to a very

importance satisfactory
3 Important degree
2 Of some B-present to a fair

importance degree
1 Of little ^-is not present or

importance is unsatisfactory
Of no DH-don't know
importance

Jegree of
Dimension importance Degree present

(circle,) (circle;
A. The fair program
encourages cooperation
among all the clubs In
the county. 4J210 A B C DH

B. The fair associa-
tion provides a cli-
mate for individuals
to grow and learn by
taking part in small
group activities. 4 3 2 10 A B C DN

3. 1. The members are
aware of each others
contributions. 4 3 2 10 A B C DH

3. 2. The fair associa-
tion is not dominated
with an authoritarian
clique which shuts out
all others. 4 3 2 10 A B C DN
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Dimension

cale
4 Major

importance
3 Important
2 Of some

importance
1 Of little
importance
Of no
importance

Degree of
importance

jcale
^-present to a very

satisfactory
degree

B-present to a fair

C-is not present or
is unsatisfactory

DN-don't know

JeRree present

B. 3» ^ach member in-
creases his understand-
ing of various tech-
niques in working in
groups

.

B« 4. Learning experi-
ences are designed to
help members develop
skill in cooperative
action.

C. ~ach member satis-
fies bis personal
desires:

1. Reeling of accep-
tance by the group
(security)

2. Feeling of con-
tributing to gen-
eral welfare of the
fair program
(adequacy)

.

(circle)

43210

4 3 2 10

4 3 2 10

4 3 2 10

(circle)

A B C -tff

A B m

A B c m

A B C DH
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OBZXXBZ01I IX

Ifii, FACILITI^i AH) KS800BC

4-H FAIR PfiOGRAM tit! UHKJtUATI! BO A.CB

: AHD 0BJB02ITO8 OF THE PROOEAM.

Gcale icaie
4 Major A-present to a very

importance satisfactory
3 Important degree
2 of some B-present to a fair

importance degree
1 Of little G-is not present or

importance is unsatisfactory
of no DN-don't Jmow
importance

Degree of
Dimension importance Degree present

C circle) (.circle;
. ] roper physical

arrangeuents are pres-
ent at all Fair Associ-
ation meetings. 4J210 A B C DH

A.i 1. There is adequate
space to handle group
gatherings with
comfort

.

4 3 2 10 A B Ci DN

A. 2. The facilities
are arranged in such a
way that everyone feels
a "helonging" to the
discussion. 4 3 2 10 A B C DN

3. The fair grounds
and facilities are
adequate for both mem-
bers and the general
public. 4 3 2 10 A B C DH
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ocale Jcale
4 fiajor ...-present to a very

importance satisfactory
3 Important degree
2 Cf some B-present to a fair

importance degree
1 Of little G-is not present or

importance is unsatisfactory
Of no DN-don't know
importance

Degree of
Dimension importance JeKree present

(circle) (circle)
1. The location of

the fair is constantly
evaluated to provide
the best possible loca-
tion. (Convenient to
public). 4 3 2 10 A B C DH

B. 2. 1'he facilities
are kept in their best
condition to provide
the best possible
"show window". 4-3210 A B C DN

. . . .very exhibit
department at the fair
is given adequate
space and equipment
needed to display its
accomplishments. 4 3 2 10 A B DM

C. Financial aspects
of the fair are con-
stantly being
studiel. 4 3 2 10 A B C DH

J. Financial gains are
secondary to the edu-
cational objectives
of the fair
program. 4 3 2 10 A 3 c as
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THi. EVALUATION OF KOXKEfS AT EL »11H IS USX9 A3

A TiiACHING DEVICE.

•icale ^cale
4 Major A-present to a very

importance satisfactory
3 Important degree
2 Of some 3-present to a fair

importance degree
1 Cf little C-is not present or

importance is unsatisfactory
Of no -ion't know
importance

Degree of
Dimension importance Decree present

(circle,) (circle;
. She Judging of ex-

hibits is done with con
sideration to qualities
of exhibitor as well a3
exhibit. 4 3 2 10 A B DN

A. 1. Consideration is
given to age of
exhibitor. 4 3 2 10 a B C DU

A. 2. Consideration is
given to experience of
exhibitor. 4 3 2 10 A B C DN

A. 3» Consideration is
given to complexity of
task undertaken. 4 3 2 10 A B C DN

B. The judges are
selected with the pur-
pose of education
foremost. 4 3 2 10 A B C JN
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ocale jcale
4 Major .^-present to a very

importance satisfactory
3 Important degree
2 Of some B-present to a fair

importance degree
1 Of little C-is not present or

importance is unsatisfactory
Of no DK-don't know
importance

Degree of
Jimension importance jepiree present

(circle) (circle)
. 1. iTie Judges are

selected on the follow-
ing qualifications:

a) Sincere interest
in youth. 4 3 2 10 B c as

b) ..'ell qualified in
specific field. 4 3 2 10 A B C DN

c) .'illingness to ex-
plain reasons for
placing exhibit,
both written and
orally. 4 3 2 10 A B C DK

0. Information is avail
able for assisting
Judges with methods of
4-iI exhibit
evaluation. 4 3 2 10 A B C DK

C. 1. A special meet-
ing is held before the
judging takes place to
explain judging system
used and answer ques-
tions. 4 3 2 10 A 3 C DN

C. 2. Information on
the fair, their par-
ticular field of evalu-
ation like record books
and project require-
ments, arc placed in
the judges hands well
before fair time. 4 3 2 10 A B C DK
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\le jcale
4 Major .^-present to a very

importance satisfactory
5 Important degree
2 Of some B-present to a fair

importance degree
1 Of little C-is not present or

importance is unsatisfactory
Of no DN-don't know
importance

-Jegree of
Dimension importance JeKree present

(.circle) (circle;
0. Constructive criti-
cism is used to educate
exhibitor with, the
overtone of "flaking
the Best Better". 4 3 2 10 A B JMt

D. 1. ^iie exhibitor
is shown "how" his
exhibit has been
judged. 4J210 A B C DN

D. 2. The exhibitor is
shown "why" the exhibit
has been evaluated as
it has. 4 3 2 10 4 S 09

. 5. The exhibitor is
shown in what ways he
can "improve" his ex-
hibit next year. 4 3 2 10 A B DJJ

D. 4. Results of
evaluation are used in
determining the
growth of the individ-
ual toward specific
objectives. 4 3 2 10 A B C P>
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tlOfl -.1

THL 4-H FAJB PHOGEAH 13 A h OP MAINTAINING CLUB

nans xnoaass is 4-h CLUB rVCRX.

Jcale jcale
4 Major ^-present to a very

importance satisfactory
3 Important degree
2 Cf some B-present to a fair

importance degree
1 Of little C-is not present or

importance is unsatisfactory
CI no J. -don't know
importance

Degree of
Dimension importance Degree present

(circle) (.circle)
A. j?he older members
are encouraged to par-
ticipate in the fair
program. 4 3 2 10 A B C DN

... 1. £he services of
older member clubs
(oervice Club, Key Club
i'een Age Club, etc.)
are encouraged to
sponsor special events
like talent shows. 4 3 2 10 A B C DN

A. 2. iiany .Jc-fair
officers, and members
are selected as Direc-
tors, Judges, etc. 4 3 2 10 A B C DH

B. Xhe fair program
stimulates interest
and participation in
the entire 4-H
program. 4 3 2 10 A B C DN
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jcale icai'e

4 Major ^-present to a very
importance satisfactory

3 Important degree
2 Of some 3-present to a fair

importance ,ree
1 of little C-is not present or

importance is unsatisfactory
Of no DH-don't know
importance

Degree of
Jimension importance ree present

(circle; (circle)
B. 1. There are exhibit
classes for all possi-
ble projects available
to both rural and
urban members. 4 3 2 10 A B JN
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CiilT^JCH .31

PHOVIoI - .IT HBTOW UTO -VALUA-

TION OF TH*. 4-H FAXH i KOGSAH.

Jiaenslon

Jcale
1- Kajor

importance
3 Important
2 Of some

importance
1 Of little

importance
Of no
importance

Jegree of
importance
(circle)

4 3 2 10

4 3 2 10

3 2 10

4 3 2 10

Jcale
^-present to a very-

satisfactory
degree

B-preaent to a fair
degree

J-is not present or
is unsatisfactory

DH-don't know

jegree present
(circle)

. mong the things
regularly evaluated are:

1. The purposes, ob-
jectives, and
scope of the 4-H
fair program.

2. The adequacy and
effectiveness of
the administrative
organization.

3. The process of
preparation and
actual fair
proceedings.

4. The progress
being achieved by
the members.

B. All persons having
responsibilities in the
fair program partici-
pate in planning the
evaluation and col-
lecting needed evidence

.

BOOT

B DH

B C DH

B C £)N

3 2 10 OS
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Scale Scale
4 Major A-present to a very

importance satisfactory
3 Important degree
2 Of some B-present to a fair
importance degree

1 Of little C-is not present or
importance is unsatisfactory
Of no DH-don't know
importance

Degree of
Dimension importance Decree present

C circle ) (circle)
C. Kombers participate
in the evaluation of
their own progress in
the learning
activities. 4 3 2 10 A B C SN

D. Systematic records
are kept of the re-
sults of all
evaluations. 4 3 2 10 A B c m
1. .cesults of evaluation
are used in determining

1. The appropriateness
of the stated pur-
poses, objectives,
and scope of the
fair program. 4 3 2 10 A B C MT

2. How well the pres-
ent program is ful-
filling its stated
purposes, objec-
tives, and scope. 4 3 2 10 A B C DH

3. Jays of correct-
ing the deficien-
cies identified by
the evaluation. 4 3 2 10 A B C DIT

J?. The evaluation pro-
cess is reviewed peri-
odically by those re-
sponsible for the vari-
ous aspects of the
program. 4 3 2 10 A B C DH



CHAlTEit V

SUMMABr, COHCIUSIGHo, USB BMGMHsnaixoas

I. THi, 3TU3X

The specific objectives established for the study

were:

1. To establish suggested criteria for evaluating

county 4-H fair programs in Connecticut.

2. To formulate a measuring instrument which could

be used as a guide in evaluating current fair

programs

.

3. To formulate recommendations for using the

measuring device.

II. JTUJr MBOBOQlBfl

The procedure employed to accomplish the stated

objectives of the study consisted of five steps.

^tep „! . ,.eviewing the literature . Becoming famil-

iar with the materials written on the philosophies and

objectives of the ^tension Jervice with special emphasis

on the youth program, fair history, objectives, evalua-

tion and criterion development constituted the first step

in the process of criterion delineation.
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Step .-/2 . Jevelopinp; suggested criteria . Inferred

from the literature, Extension personnel, and experts in

youth work were a number of statements possessing one or

more characteristics commonly ascribed to a criterion.

Efforts were made to identify as many of these statements

as possible, These were then reduced in number by a process

of combining and eliminating duplications, i'or each of

the suggested criteria specific dimensions or activities

were developed.

3tep rtb % oubmittinfl criteria to panel of .judges .

...fter being arranged in logical order, the suggested cri-

teria and their dimensions were submitted to a panel of

fourteen Judges in Connecticut who determined their impor-

tance as evaluative criteria. In appraising the suggested

criteria, the panel members were given the opportunity to

suggest changes and add criteria and dimension which they

felt had been overlooked. All suggested criteria and

dimensions failing to receive the support of at least

three-fourths of the panel members were discarded.

Those asked to serve on the panel of judges were

chosen on the basis of:

1. Their acquaintance with Cooperative extension

Work—3tate and County Club agents.

2. present leadership role in 4—H fair programs.

3. Willingness to serve as a panel member.
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otep &f£, itevisinK the criteria . After receiving the

recommendations from the panel of judges on the suggested

criteria, the criteria were revised and formulated into a

measuring instrument for evaluating 4-li fair programs.

otep ,/5 « Recommendations for the use of the measur-

ing instrument . After formulating the criteria into a meas-

uring instrument, several recommendations were developed to

assist in using the device to determine the perception held

hy persons closely aligned with the 4—H fair program.

III. 3UMMAEY AHD CGKCLUol-Ho

FIHST OBJiiCTIVE

TO JiSTAaLlJii oUoG^oJiJl) OEIT^Ll MR ^V^LU.Vflifg

COUNTY 4-H FAI2 IKOGflATLj IN OCffii.-CTiaU'I? .

-Summary of data, i'ifteen suggested criteria con-

taining a total of sixty-six specific dimensions with

seventy-five specific elements were submitted to a panel

of judges, -n analysis of the data relating to the judges'

appraisal of the proposed criteria and dimensions revealed

that:

1. Seventy-five per cent or more of the judges

endorsed twelve of the fifteen statements pro-

posed as criteria for evaluating county 4—

H

fair programs in Jonnecticut. Ihe following
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three criteria were eliminated.

a) Opportunities are present for participants

to develop an appreciation of nature,

understanding of conservation, and make wise

use of natural resources.

b) Opportunities are available for participants

to cultivate traits of healthful living,

purposeful recreation, and intelligent use

of leisure time.

c) Opportunities are available for participants

to recognize the importance of scientific

agriculture and home economics and their

relationship to our total economy.

Ihe judges suggested that changes be made in the

wording of two of the proposed criteria.

A total of nine dimensions and twenty-four ele-

ments failed to get the support of three-fourths

of the panel members and thus were eliminated.

.Following are examples of the kinds of state-

ments that were eliminated.

a) A set of criteria is available for selecting

private organizations to assist with fair

program.

b) Recognition is given to parents, such as

announcing the parents of club members who
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exhibit or participate in. the fair program,

c) Hecord boo]£3 are required to be submitted

with many projects exhibits.

4. A total of two dimensions and five elements

failed to receive a mean weighted score of

three in importance and were discarded. The

following are examples of the kinds of state-

ments that were eliminated.

a) There are audio-visual aids equipment

available if desired at fair association

meetings.

b) Phe outstanding exhibits and demonstrations

at the fair are used throughout the year in

various 4-H activities.

5. The wording of ten dimensions and six elements

were changed in accordance with the suggestions

made by the panel of judges.

6. Three of the dimensions and elements were

unanswered by two of tho panel members accept-

ing the criteria and thirty-four statements

were not answered by one of the panel members

accepting the statements. _>ome panel members

felt they could not answer 3ome of the questions

objectively.
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Conclusions . An analysis of the data presented

above led the researcher to conclude that the twelve

statements accepted by over throe-fourths of tho panel

members, while not all inclusive, did identify aspects

believed to be important in the evaluation of county 4—

H

fair programs in Connecticut, i'he dimensions developed

for each criterion identified important standards to be

met in order to successfully fulfill the requirements of

the criterion.

SECOND OBJiXTIV.-

TO FOSftUI^Tii A MEA^UHING IlfaTRUU^T ..HICH COULD Bi

UJ-.J H j. GUIDE IN EVALUATING CUA11ENT FAIR PKOGBAHS

jummar.y of data. Twelve suggested criteria contain-

ing forty-three dimensions with forty-three elements were

formulated in the measuring instrument to be U3ed in

evaluating 4—H fair programs.

The measuring instrument presented in chapter IV

fulfilled the second objective, -suggestions for its use

are as follows:

A. Selection of Aeapondents . Respondents should be

selected on the basis of their understanding of

and interest in the 4-H fair program. A list of

qualifications to be used as a guide in select-

ing these people are presented for (1) parents,
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(2) leaders, (3) fair association members and

directors, and (4) 4-H club members.

3. Collecting the Oata. The data may be collected

through, use of a mail questionnaire or personal

interview. The personal interview would be

preferable.

Li In filling out the instrument, the respond-

ents are asked to do three things:

a) .xead each dimension carefully

b) In column one indicate the degree of

importance they feel ought to be given

the dimensions in present-day county 4-H

fair programs.

c) In column two Judge the content to which

the dimension is present in the county

4-H fair program of their respective

counties.

2. In appraising the Importance of each dimension,

the respondents may use the following scale:

4 najor importance

3 Important

2 Of some importance

1 Of little importance

Of no importance.

3. In judging the extent to which each dimension
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was present in the 4-H fair program in their

respective counties, the respondents may

use the scale appearing below:

A - present to a very satisfactory degree

B - present to a fair degree

- is not present or is unsatisfactory

OT - don't know.

0. Analysis of the Jata . Jince the figures appear-

ing after each dimension in column one represent

weighted "values", it is possible to compute a

mean weighted score for the dimensions by multi-

plying each figure by the number of respondents

circling it, adding together the answers obtained,

and dividing this answer by the total number of

respondents rating the dimension.

Before mean weighted scores are computed for

column two, numerical values of three, two, one

or zero are assigned to the letters -M B, C, and

US respectively. It is possible then to compute

mean weighted scores for the second column.

Conclusions . 'Ihe measuring instrument as described

above would assist the county club agents in analyzing the

perception held by people closely aligned with the county

4—H fair program. The data would also demonstrate to the

county club agent the degree that the criteria were present
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in the current fair program.

By a careful analysis of the data gathered through

use of the Instrument, the county club agents and adminis-

trative organizations for the fair program could determine

the appropriateness of their stated purposes, objectives

and scope of the fair program and could formulate ways of

correcting the deficiencies identified by the evaluation.

THIRD OBJ^CJIV^

ic iwiiUX-.T., ^joMiu-tjA'i'i^iu i-u. using amy

IW3UaIHG toVIOfe

It is recognized that recommendations are themselves

judgments, even when based upon an analysis of factual data.

The writer believes that the following recommendations are

worthy of careful study and serious consideration by those

responsible for providing leadership in the county 4—

H

fair programs in Connecticut.

1. It is recommended that the -xtension agents in

club work confer and agree upon a set of stan-

dards to be used as guides in evaluating county

4-il fair programs. The need for such standards

become s apparent when one recognizes that:

a) existing county 4-fl fair programs differ

greatly one from another with respect to

the standards they are striving to achieve.
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b) Many of those presently involved in county

4-H fair programs have indicated that fair

programs need to he thoroughly evaluated.

c) l%e objectives of the overall extension

Service are constantly changing to meet the

needs of the people extension serves.

d) activities and events, 3uch as fairs, unques-

tionably provide additional opportunities

and experiences for many boys and girls.

However these activities need to be con-

stantly evaluated for their contribution

to the development of youth.

2. It is recommended that those who take part in

establishing a set of standards for evaluating

county 4—it fair programs begin by reviewing the

proposed criteria and dimensions approved by

the panel of judges for this study, ^ven if

the suggested criteria and dimensions are not

accepted for evaluative purposes, it is believed

that they can serve as a model for appraising

the various aspects that one might consider in

developing a set of standards.

3. If the suggested criteria and dimensions devel-

oped in this study are endorsed for evaluating

county 4—U fair programs, it is recommended
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that the aore specifics kinds of evidences that

can be evaluated in relation to each criterion

be identified for the evuluator. fhis would

lend itself to a more usable instrument.

It is recommended that additional research be

carried on to further test the appropriateness

and reliability of the proposed criteria and

dimensions, and to test the usefulness of any

additional ones that might be added to aid the

•valuator in evaluating county 4—H fair

programs*
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1634 Osage Street
Manhattan, Kansas
March 16, 1963

Daar

This study has been ondartakan In an «ffort to establish
criteria tor evaluating county 4-H fair programs in Connecticut.
As a former 4-H club member and 4-H Summer Assistant in Middlesex
County, there appeared to be a need for a sat of criteria for a
•ystematic evaluation of the county fair program oUhen this
measuring instrument is finally developed it should bo a valuable
tool for county club agents ' use In evaluating the educational
effectiveness of their particular 4-H fair prograssj. Ihis study
Is being presented in partial fulfullaant for a Master of Science
Degree in Extension Education at Kansas State University.

Virtually no work has been dona relative to the systematic
evaluation of county 4-H fair programs. Too, aa club agents In
Connecticut, have been selected as the official panel of judges
to assist In formulating this first measuring Instrument.

There are no right or wrong answers to the questionnaire.
You will be referred to throughout the study ss a member of the
panel of judges. Please read the Introduction and Instructions
vary carefully, so aa to contribute as much as possible In this
•ttempt to "Propose Criteria for Evaluating County 4-H Fair Pro-
grams In Connecticut".

Middlaaax County Initiated its 4-H fair In 1924, aa "The
first fair of its kind In America", so It Is quite appropriate
that systematic evaluation begin In Connecticut.

Tour cooperation is extremely Important so would you plaaaa
fill out the questionnaire before March 27 and return In enclosed
envelope.

Thank you.

Sincerely yours,

Joel Soobltaky
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QOSSTtOMAIRE

Proposed Criteria for Evaluating Coney

4-H Pair rrograa* In Coanaetlcut



Questionnaire
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Introduction

Purpoae of Study :

The study in which you axe about to participate has as its major

purpose the establishment of criteria for evaluating county 4-H fair

programs In Connecticut. You are being asked to help determine the

composition of these criteria.

Definition of Criteria:

A criterion may be defined as a standard by which something is

judged or tested.

In developing a criterion the goal la a workable standard charac-

terised by both lncluslvenass and exclusiveness, that Is, the description

of the criterion should include all the important dimensions that go to

make it up and exclude all the variables unrelated to It.

A dimension msy be defined as one of the constituent parts of a

criterion. It deals with some fundamental aspect of the criterion.

Kinds of Criteria:

It is necessary to differentiate between two kinds of criteria,

(1) product and (2) process. In 4-H fair programs, product criteria

constitute the behavior changes expected to occur In participants,

while process cirterla constitute the experiences and opportunities

which such programs are attempting to provide.

Because of the limited amount of time and resources, this study

has ss its major focus that of developing process criteria.



Instructions
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Appearing on the following pages Is a suggested set of criteria

which are Intended to serve as a guide to those Involved in evaluating

4-H fair programs. It will be noted that each criterion has listed

under it a series of dimensions. These are Intended to give greater

meaning to the criterion and make it useful to the evaluator.

Please read the following Instructions before proceeding with the

proposed criteria.

1. Study each criterion and determine, in your opinion, if it

should be kept as a workable means of evaluating 4-H fair

programs. Then check either keep or discard .

2. If you decide a criterion should be retained as a useful

standard, indicate any changes in wording that would make it

sore easily understood and useful to the evaluator.

3. Rest, examine each dimension under the retained criterion and

judge whether it reletes to that criteria and is a useful tool

to an evaluator. Then check either keep or discard .

4. For each dimension retained, Indicate the degree of importance

that ought to be given lneevaluatlng a 4-H fair program by

circling one of the numbers beside the Item. Then suggest any

changes in wording that would. In your opinion, Improve the

meaning and usefulness of the dimension.

5. Examine the list of dimensions under the retained criteria for

completeness. If, in your opinion, any important dimensions

have been overlooked, add them to the list.



6. After Completing the pages, examine the retained criteria Cor

completeness. If, In your opinion, any important criteria have

been overlooked, add then on the last page and the dimensions

for each.
131

General Information:

Please answer all questions as completely as possible:

l« •»• County

3. Length of time In present position In above county _______ ______
Months Yeara"*

4. Total number of years as club agent
Meatus Tears

5. Club membership In above county: Girls __________ Boys ________
6. Approximate percentage of membere living In urban areas

Rural Bon-farm Rural farm

7. Approximate percentage participating In 4-H fair program:

a) Urban Girls: Age 9-12
, 13-15 , 16 and over

b) Urban Boys: Age 9-12 , 13-15
, 16 and over

c) Rural Girls: Age 9-12 , 13-15
, 16 and over

d) Rural Boys: Age 9-12
, 13-15 , 16 and over

e) Total Girls: Age 9-12
, 13-15 , 16 and over

f) Total Boys: Age 9-12 , 13-15 , 16 and over

8. Total number that participate In some aspect of fair program:
Girls Boys

9. Total number of Fair Association Officers Meooers————', —

—

Directors .

10. Total number of clubs In county

11. Number of clubs represented on Pair Association

,

12. number of clubs who participate In fair program

13. Is the county 4-H fair increasing or decreasing In importance as an

educational medlat ( ) Increasing ( ) Decreasing

Why?

14. What do you feel Is the real purpose of a 4-H fair? (Use back of page
if needed.)



CBITESHm I

the purposes, objectlvas. end scone of the 4-H Pair Program art

clearly defined and tn written form .

{Check one)

Discard

___ Keep (vould suggest the following changes in wording)

132

Been of the following statements is presented as possible dimensions

of the criterion described above. Ton are asked to read each dimension

carefully to judge tha degree of importance that ought to be given each

dimension. (Note that the numbers appearing under the degree of impor-

tance are In random order.) Safer to acale for interpretation of each

and circle the one that most nearly expresses your opinion.

DIMEKSIOH
Applicability

(Check)

Scale

Major importance

Important
Of some importance
Of little Importance
Of no importance

Degree at importance
Circle)

A. The written statement in-
cludes the need for a 4-H
fair program

Suggested changes in wording:

Keep
Discard



CamKIOM K Cccacl.) 133

duckssou
Applicability

{Chech)

Scale

4 Major Importance
3 Important
2 Of some importance
1 Of little importance

Of no importance
Degree of importance

CCtrcle)

B. The statement take* into
account the needa of tha people
Extension serve*. (Cultural, ___ Keep
economic, social need*)

m
Discard

Wording suggestion:

C. Ihere is evidence of
harmony among the written
purposes stated for the pro-
gran. CV<> on* purpose being Keep
in conflict with any other.) _ Discard

Wording suggestion:

D. Ihe objectives of the
fair program direct the fair
toward providing and stimu-
lating Intellectual oppor-
tunities for member* of all __ Keep
age level*. Discard

Wording suggestions:

8. Ihe stateaatnt recognise*
the overall objectives of 4-H
club work as presented by the Keep
"Scope Report". ___ Discard

Wording suggestion:

Suggested Dimensions:
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CEITiBION II

The 4—H fair program reflects in a clear and logical way

an attempt to implement the stated purposes and objectives .

(Check one)

____ Discard

Seep (Jording suggestion)

iiach of the following statements is presented as possible

dimensions of the criterion described above. You are asked to

read each dimension carefully to Judge the degree of importance

that ought to be givon each dimension. (ITote that the numbers

appearing under the degree of importance are in random order.

)

Hefer to scale for interpretation of each and circle the one

that most nearly expresses your opinion.

DIIL~N8I0N
Applicability

(Check)

Jcale

4 Major importance
3 Important
2 Of some importance
1 Cf little importance

Cf no importance
Degree of importance

(Circle)

A. The content of the fair
program is determined by
study and analysis of the
needs of the people.

Wording suggestion:

Keep
Discard



CRITmOH XI (coat.)
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Scale

4 Major laportance
3 laportant
2 Of soae laportance
1 Of little laportance

Of no laportance
Applicability Degree of laportance

DDaTOXOH (Check) (Circle)

B. The administering body
assume* the asjor responal-
btlity for initiating.
changing, and dropping seg- *-P
ments of the prograa. Discard 3 4 2 10

Hording auggaation:

C. The county club agant
easiness the asjor responai-
billty for initiating,
changing, and dropping aeg- __ aaep
nente of the prograa. _ Discard 4 3 2 1

Hording auggaation:

D. Km objectives are a

remit of cooperative action
by extension personnel and
others concerned in the Keep
fair prograa. __ Discard I 4 2 3

Hording suggestion:

1. The objectives specify
the areas In which learning
{behavior changes) are to

result froa participation in __ Keep
the fair prograa. _ Discard I 4 3 1

Hording suggestion:



CUTBUHW II (concl.)
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DIMEKSIOB

Applicability
(Chech)

Seal*

4 Majo
5 tapercant

2 Of some Importance
1 Of little Importance

Of no importance
Degree of Importance

(Circle)

F. The objectives are spe-

elflc enough to aerve aa a
base for planning, conduct-

ing, and evaluating the edu
catlonal program.

Hording suggestions

~ Discard

0. the objectives are
achievable, considering the

level of concern, the matur-
ity of persona Involved, and

the resources available.
Hording suggestion:

H. The objectives can relate
to both t—illlate and long-
time educational goals.

Hording suggestion:

Suggested Dimensions :

Keep
Discard

Keep
Discard



CESIERIOH III

137

tt< .^ni.trativa «yB
.t.«-H«» developed for the »-H fair progra-

function* adequately to facilitate th« achievement of Iti atated purpoee*

mad objectives .

(Chock OM)

Discard

boa (wording suggestion)

Baeb of tho following statamente la presented aa poaalble dtaaneione

of the crlt«lon daaerlbod above. To» ar. aakad tomdud. dt-analoo

carefully to lodge the degree of Importance that ought to be given each

dimension. (Iota that the nmnbere appearing under the degree of impor-

taoea are In random order.) Refer to acale for Interpretation of each

and circle the oaa that moat nearly espressos your opinion.

mnavm
Applicability

<C«acs)_

A. Ihare la evidence that

the fair program tekee ad-

Tantage of tho reaoarcaa

offered by local, county,

and atate organlsationa

(both government and pri-

vate) to a degree compati-

ble with stated objectives

and purposes of 4-H fair

Hording suggestion!

Scale

4 Major Importance

3 Important
2 Of aoaa Importance

1 Of little importance

Of no importance

Degree of importance
(Circle)
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CitlTuaOtf III (cont.) 138

DIKJoIOH
Applicability

(Check)

Scale

A. 1. The publicity agencies
of radio, TV, and newspaper
services are utilized in
the best way possible to
promote fair programs.

Wording suggestion:

4 Major importance
3 Important
2 Of little importance
1 Of some importance
Of no importance
Degree of importance

(Circle)

Keep
Discard

A. 2. Use is made of all in-
tension Services, such as
State and County special-
ists, to help in the
achievement of the purposes
and objectives of fair
program.

Wording suggestion:

A. 3. A set of criteria is
available for selecting pri-
vate organizations to
assist with fair program.

V/ording suggestion:

B. The size of the adminis-
trative organization is ade-
quate to facilitate all the
objectives and purposes of
the fair program.

Hording suggestion:

Keep
Discard

Keep
Discard

Keep
Discard
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CHITKSIOU III (cont.) 139

DUWoION
Applicability

(Check')

3. 1. There are enough
trained officers to ade-
quately fulfill the respon-
sibilities of meeting the
fair purposes and Keep
objectives. Discard

Wording suggestion:

B. 2. A set of criteria is
available for selecting
directors who will assume
their obligations and re-
sponsibilities with
sincere devotion.

Wording suggestion:

jcale

4 Major importance
3 Importance
2 uf some importance
1 Of little importance

Of no importance
Degree of importance

(Circle)

Keep
Discard

B. 3- Provisions are made
to train both the officers
and directors with their
duties and responsibilities"

fording suggestion:

Aeep
Discard

C. Accurate and complete
minutes are kept of all sig-
nificant meetings held re- Keep
lating to the fair program. Discard

Wording suggestion:
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CRIBiElOII III (concl.
) 140

•Scale

4 Major importance
3 Important
2 Of some importance
1 Of little importance

Of no importance
Applicability Degree of importance

DIKiSNSIOfl (Check) (Circle)

Do Minutes of these meetings
are kept in an orderly file
and available for use when- Keep
ever needed. ___ Discard 3 12 4

Wording suggestion:

£. Minutes of these meetings
are prepared and distributed
to everyone who is involved
with the administration and
preparation aspects of the Seep
fair plan. ~ Discard 2 13 4

iording suggestion:

J? . It is a common practice
for all changes to be devel-
oped into formal written
statements and copies sent
to those who should know of Keep
these changes. ~ Discard 2 4 3 1

Jording suggestion:

Suggested Dimensions:
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CRITBOOH IT

Opportunity are available for younfi people end adults to acquire

knowledge, kill, and attitudes for a more satisfying home and family

life.

(Check one)

_____ Discard

______ Keep (Wording suggestion)

141

lech of the following statements Is presented as possible dimensions

of the criterion described above. You are asked to read each dimension

carefully to Judge the degree of Importance that ought to be given each

dlaenslon. (Koto that the miabera appearing under the degree of Impor-

tance are Is random order.) Refer to scale for interpretation of each

and circle the one that moat nearly expresses your opinion.

DIMENSION
Applicability

(Check)

A. The fair program tends
to assist both partana and
children In the attainment
of practicing parental
cooperation.

Wording suggestion:

___ Keep

___ Discard

Scale

4 MeJor Importance

3 Important
2 Of some importance
1 Of little Importance

Of no Importance
Degree of Importance

(Circle)
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CHITldtlON IV (cont.) 142

ocale

Applicability
DIVISION (Check)

4 Major importance
3 Important
2 Of some importance
J. Of little importance

Of no importance
Degree of importance

(Circle)

A. 1. The activities in-
volved in exhibit prepara-
tion require some parental
interest and guidance.
(Lxample—Farm and Home Keep
Safety) Discard

Wording suggestion:
2 3 4 1

A. 2. The parents are en-
couraged by the olub
leaders to work as partners
in developing the childrens
skills. (Example—Dairy Keep
fitting and showing) Discard

Wording suggestion:
4 10 3 2

A. 3. The members are en-
couraged to select fair
activities and projects
which fit into a satisfy- Keep
ing home and family life. Discard

Wording suggestion:
3 4 2 1

B. The fair program strength-
ens personal standards and a
philosophy of life based on
lasting and satisfying values. Keep

Wording suggestion: Discard 2 14 3



CHITEHION IV (coat.)

15

143

DIMENSION
Applicability

(Check)

Scale

4 Major importance
3 Important
2 Of some importance
1 Of little importance

Of no importance
Degree of importance

(Circle)

B. 1. Families are encourag-
ed to attend religious ser-
vices on .Sunday mornings by
keeping fair closed during
this time.

./ording suggestion:

Keep
Discard

B. 2. The fair program is
concerned to some degree
with the. development of
moral character by empha-
sizing the following steps:

a) Children learn what is
right and what is wrong

b) They learn to love the
right and hate the
wrong

o) They form habits of ___ Keep
right conduct. ___ Discard

'./ording suggestion:

C. The 4-H fair program cul-
tivates a feeling that the
family "belongs" in the over-__ Keep
all event. " Discard

Wording suggestion:

C. 1. Families of 4-it mem-
bers are encouraged to ass-
ist wherever needed both in
preparation and operation Keep
of fair. Discard
Wording suggestion:
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CRITERION IV (ceracl.)

144

Scale

it Major Importance
3 Important
2 Of some Importance
1 Of little Importance

Of no Importance

Applicability Degree of Importance
DMEHSION (Check) (Circle)

C. 2. Families of 4-H members

receive apaclal Invitation*

and/or announcements of their

welcome and Importance In
witnessing the actual fair Keep
events. —_ Discard 2 10 4 3

Wording suggestion:

C. 3. Recognition la given
to parents, such aa announcing
the parents of club membera
who exhibit or participate __ Keep
In the fair program. Discard 1 4 3 2

Wording suggestion:

Suggested Dimensions:



CHircaiou v

17

1*5

Opportunities are provided for the 4--H members to enjoy

a useful work experience, together with the responsibility and

satisfaction of personal accomplishments .

(Check one)

____ Discard

Keep ('.lording suggestion)

Liach of the following statements is presented as possible

dimensions of the criterion described above, Xou are asked to

read each dimension carefully to Judge the degree of importance

that ought to be given each dimension. (Note that the numbers

appearing under the degree of importance are in random order.)

ilefer to scale for interpretation of each and circle the one

that most nearly expresses your opinion.

DimoIQN
Applicability

(Check)

Scale

M- Major importance
3 Important
2 Of some importance
1 Of little importance

Of no importance
Degree of importance

(Circle)

A. The fair program provides
a challenge for all age
levels.

Wording suggestion:

Keep
Discard



CRITERION V (cont.)

-146

DIMENSION

Applicability
ICheck)

Scale

4 Major Importance

3 Important
2 Of oome Importance
1 Of little Importance

Of no Importance

Degree of Importance
(Circle)

A. 1. The standards of

evaluation of exhibits are

developed with consider-

ation for the age level __ Keep

of exhibitor. Discard

Hording suggestion:

A. 2. There are sufficient
opportunities for the older
members to achieve satisfy-

ing personal accoapllah-

Wordlng suggestion:

Keep
Discard

B. The 4-H fair program
encourages the completion of

work experiences such as

fair committee work and/or Keep

projects. Discard

Hording suggestion:

B. 1. Record books are re-

quired to be submitted with Keep

many projects exhibited. ___ Discard

Hording suggestion:

B. 2. Special recognition is

given to excellent record

keeping and the fulfillment Keep

of project requirements. ___ Discard

Hording suggestion:
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CRITERION V (eoncl. 1

147

Scale

4 Major importance

3 Important
2 Of some importance
1 Of little importance

Of no importance

Applicability Degree of importance

DIMENSION {Check) (Circle)

C. Opportunity Is provided

for all 4-H members to par-

ticipate In enjoyable work
experiences In fair prepa- __ Keep

ration. __ Discard 3 14 2

Wording suggestion:

G. 1. Recognition Is given
to ambers who perfon
valuable services In prepa-
ration and operation of the

fair program, such as a "4-H Keep

Fair Service Award". Discard ) 1 4 2 3

Wording suggestion:

SuKKCSted Dimensions:



CRITERION VI
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Opportunities are available for participants to develop leadership

talents and abilities to achieve their cltlsenshlp potentials.

(Check one)

_____ Discard

_____ Keep (Hording suggestion)

Bach of the following statements Is presented aa possible dimensions

of the criterion described above. You are asked to read each dimension

carefully to Judge the degree of Importance that ought to be given each

dimension. (Hot* that the numbers appearing under the degree of larpor-

tance are In random, order.) Safer to scale for Interpretation of each

and circle the on* that snat nearly expresses your opinion.

DTJCM8I0M
Applicability

Scale

4 Major Importance

3 Important
2 Of some Importance
1 Of little Importance

Of no Importance
Degree of Importance

(Circle)

A. The older members are given
opportunities to work with the

younger members In fair ___ Keep
preparation. __ Discard

Hording suggestion!

A. 1. Junlon leaders are given
major responsibility In local
club preparations for the ___ Keep

fair. ___ Discard
Hording suggestions
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CKXTKP.I0N VI (cent.)

1A*

Scale

4 Major iaportance
3 Important
2 Of some Iaportance
1 Of little iaportance

Of no importance
Applicability Degree of iaportance

DIMENSION (Check) fCircle)

A. 2. The fair association
provides the members as many
leadership functions aa
possible while still operat-

ing an affective fair pro- __ Keep

gram. __ Discard 3 14 2

Wording suggestion:

B. Both sexes are given equal
opportunities to develop their
leadership talents as offl- __ Keep
cers, on committees, ate. ___ Discard 2 10 4 3

Hording suggestion:

C. Both rural and urban Bom-
bera are given equal oppor-
tunities to develop their Keep

leadership talents. __ Discard 4 3 12
Wording suggestion:

D. Leadership training la

provided for all those who

plan to take on this aspect Keep

of responsibility. Discard 3 4 12
Wording suggestion:

1. The pride of Aaarlcan
Citizenship is encourages In Keep
the fair program. __ Discard 12 3 4

Wording suggestion:



CSITER10H VT (concl )
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DIKBMSIOH
Applicability

(check)

Scale

4 Major importance
3 Important
2 Of aos* Importance
1 Of little Importance

Of no Importance
Degree of importance

(Circle)

B. 1. Ihe American flag and
due respect to It* presence
la encouraged at all fair
preparation meetings.

Wording suggestion:

I. 2. Cltlsenshlp exhibit*
are a regular feature of
the 4-H fair.

Hording suggestion:

I. 3. Civic organization*
like the American Legion,
Rational Guard, D.A.S. , are
encouraged to participate
in fair program

Hording suggestion:

Keep
Discard

Keep
Discard

Discard

Suggested Dimensions :



CRITERION VII

Opportunities are available for participant* to recognize the 151

isaortance of scientific agriculture and home economics and their relatlon-

«hlp to our total economy.

(Check one)

___ Discard

____ Keep (Wording suggestion)

Bach of the following statements is presented as possible distensions

of the criterion described above. You are asked to read each dimension

carefully to judge the degree of importance that ought to be given each

dimension (Bote that the lumbers appearing under the degree of Impor-

tance are In random order.) Refer to scale for Interpretation of each

and circle the one that most nearly expresses your opinion.

DMEHSIOH
Applicability

f&eck}

Scale

4 Major importance
3 Important
2 Of soma importance
1 Of little Importance

Of no importance
Degree of Importance

(Circle)

A. Specialists are used as
much as possible in this
aspect of the fair program,
such as specialists in
poultry nutrition.

Hording suggestion:

Keep
Discard



C:H'ShS10S VII (oont.)

24

152

Scale

4 Major importance
3 Important
2 Of some importance
1 Of little importance

Of no importance
Applicability Degree of importance

DIMENSION (Check) (Circle)

A. 1. Members are provided
the opportunity to read,
hear, and discuss some of
the research findings re-
lated to their project
interests, such as prepa- ___ Keep
ration workshops. Discard 4 2 15

'./ordina suggestion:

A. 2. specialists are
available to explain new -

methods and techniques in
specific fields of Agri-
culture and Home Economics
in both fair preparation Keep
and at the fair. Discard 2 4 3 1

Wording suggestion:

B. There are programs in Ag.
and Home ho, which are avail-
able to boys and girls of Keep
limited financial potentials. Discard 3 12 4

Wording suggestion:

fi. 1. Local civic organiza-
tions are encouraged to pro-
vide economic assistance Keep
for project work. Discard 14 5 2

Wording suggestion:



CKXT8BI08 VII (concl.)

Applicability
(Check)DPCHSION

C. Opportunities are provided

for urban members to recog-

nize the importance of scien-

tific Agriculture and Host
Economics In our total econ-

omy. (Demonstrations , ___ Keep

displays) Discard

Wording suggestion:

D. Exhibits showing results
of scientific agriculture and

hone economics are a regular
feature of the fair.

Wording suggestion:

Keep
Discard

D. 1. Exhibits showing how
results of scientific research

are applicable to the far*

and home are a regular keep

feature of the fair. Discard

Wording suggestion:

D. 2. Exhibits showing how
scientific agriculture and

home economics contribute
to our high standard of liv-

ing are a regular feature of
the fair.

Wording suggestion:

Keep
Discard

gated Dimensions:

Scele 155

4 Major Importance

3 Important
2 Of soma Importance
1 Of little importance

Of no Importance
Degree of Importance

(Circle)



CRITERION VIII

The 4-H Fair program provides participants opportunities for career

exploration.

(Check one)

_____ Discard

^^^ Keep ((fording suggestion)

154

Each of the following atateaamts is presented as possible dlmenslcos

of the criterion described above. You are asked to read each dimension

carefully to Judge the degree of Importance that ought to be given each

dimension. (Hote that the numbers appearing under the degree of impor-

tance are In random order.) Refer to scale for Interpretation of each

and circle the one that moat nearly expresses your opinion.

DIMENSION

Applicability
(Check)

A. Individual encouragement

for career exploration Is

provided In promotional as-

pects of die fair auch aa

radio, TV, newspapers.
Wording suggestion:

Scale

4 Major Importance

3 Important
2 Of aOBm Importance

1 Of little Importance
Of no Importance
Degree of Importance

(Circle)

Keep
Discard



CRITERION VIII (concl.)
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B. Opportunities arc avail-
able to develop special talent*
through fair programs such aa
talent shows, public speaking. __ Keep
etc. __ Discard

Wording suggestion:

C. The exhibiting of project
accomplishments is not a ter-

minating goal but a step ___ Keep
towards future challenges. __ Discard

Hording suggestion:

D. Exhibits on careers, such
as opportunities In forestry,
horticulture, public health,
etc. , are a regular feature __ Keep
of the fair. Discard

Wording suggestion:

Scale

4 Major Importance
3 Important
2 Of sons importance
1 Of little Importance

Of no Importance
Degree of Importance

(Circle)

11



CRITERION IX
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Opportunities are present for participant* to develop an appreciation

of nature , understanding of conservation , and make wise me of natural

resources.

(Check one)

Discord

Keep (Hording suggestion)

Bach of the following statements is presented as possible dimensions

of the criterion described above. You are asked to read each dimansim

carefully to Judge the degree of importance that ought to be given each

dimension. (Bote that the numbers appearing under the degree of impor-

tance are in random order.) Refer to scale for interpretation of eac:i

and circle the one that most nearly expresses your opinion.

DIMENSION

Applicability
(Check)

A. The 4-H fair program
emphasises the natural re-

source aspects of exhibits in

forestry, entomology, agron-

omy, etc.
Wording suggestion:

Keep
Discard

Scale

4 Major importance

3 Important
2 Of some importance

1 Of little importance

Of no importance
Degree of importance

(Circle)



CRITxittON IX (concl.)

29

157

DIlMdION
Applicability

(Check)

Scale

4- Major importance
3 Important
2 Of some importance
1 Of little importance

Of no importance
Degree of importance

(Circle)

B. Conservation agencies
3uoh as the 3oil Conservation
Service, are encouraged to
participate at the fair as _ Keep
promoters of conservation. ___ Discard

Wording suggestion:

C. Both urban and rural mem-
bers are encouraged to demon-
strate the wise use of natural
resources in various ways
like booth exhibits and Keep
demonstrations, etc. Discard

'..'ording suggestion:

Suggested Dimensions :
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CRITERION X
158

Opportunities are available fog participants to cultivate tralto of

healthful living, purposeful recreation, and Intelligent uae of leisure

tine.

(Check one)

_____ Discard

_____ Keep {Hording suggestion)

Each of the following state—ants is presented as possible dimensions

of the criterion described above. You are asked to read each dimension

carefully to Judge the degree of importance that ought to be given each

dimension. (Mote that the numbers appearing under the degree of Impor-

tance are In random order.) Refer to scale for interpretation of each

and circle the one that most nearly expresses your opinion.

DIMENSION
Applicability

(Check)

A. Fair exhibits and activities
concerned with health, recrea-
tion and leisure time are Keep
encouraged. Discard

Hording suggestion:

Scale

A Major Importance
3 Important
2 Of some importance
1 Of little importance

Of no importance
Degree of Importance

(Circle)
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OKITIiRIOH i (concl.)
159

DIMENSION
Applicability

(Check)

Scale

'4 Major importance
3 Important
2 Of some importance
1 Of little importance

Of no importance
Degree of importance

(Circle)

B. Community organizations
like the Heart Fund, MCA,
etc. are encouraged to par- _ Keep
ticipate in fair program. Discard

'.Jording suggestion:

0. There is some type of
purposeful recreation during
the actual fair schedule of _ Keep
events. Discard

Wording suggestion:

D. There is some aspect of
the fair program which in-
cludes physical fitness and Keep
its implications. Discard

Wording suggestion:

Suggested Dimensions :



CRITERION XI

Opportunities are available for participant* to develop attitudes

,

abilities , and understandings for working, cooperatively with othero

(Cheek one)

Discard

Keep (Wording suggestion)

Bach of the following statements Is presented as possible dimensions

of the criterion described above. You ara asked to read each dimension

carefully to Judge the degree of Importance that ought to be given each

dimension. (Mote that the numbers appearing under the degree of Impor-

tance are in random order.) Refer to scale for Interpretation of each

and circle the one that most nearly expresses your opinion.

160

DMEM5I0N
Applicability

Scale

4 Major importance
3 Important
2 Of some importance
1 Of little importance

Of no importance
Degree of importance

(Circle)

A. The fair program encourages
cooperation among all the Keep
clubs In the county. Discard

Wording suggestion:

A.l. The fair association
requests that every club send
at least two representatives Keep
to the meetings. Discard

Wording suggestion:

A.2. Each club is represented

at fair asscoaition meetings. Keep
Wording suggestion: Discard



CBIXEMOH XX (coot.)

Scale

4 Major importance
3 Important
2 Of some Importance
1 Of little Importance

Of no Importance
Applicability Degree of importance

DIMEKP10H (Check) (Circle)

A. 3. Many committees axe
composed of entire clubs

such as parking, advance Keep
sale of tickets, etc. Discard 3 12 4

Hording suggestion:

B. Clubs which contribute out-
standing services toward the

fair program are given special
recognition. (All members Keep
contributing) Discard 4 13 2

Hording suggestion:

B.l. The clubs are evaluated
with regard to the following
criteria:

a) Club activities In
fair promotional _ Ke*P
activities. Discard 2 4 13

Hording suggestion:

b) Club representation
on fair association Keep
committees

.

_ Discard 1 3 2 4
Hording suggestion:

c) Club contribution to

fair ground prepara- Keep
tion and clean up. Discard 3 4 12

Hording suggestion:

1.61



DIMENSION

Applicability
(Check)

d) quality of club exhibit*.

Wording suggestion:

Keep
Discard

e) Quantity of club exhibits. Keep

Wording suggestion: Discard

C. The fair association pro-

vides a climate for Individuals

to grow and learn in group

activities.
Wording suggestion:

C.l. The members are aware

of each others contributions.

Wording suggestion:

C.2. The fair association is

not dominated with an authori-

tarian clique which shuts out

all other.
Wording suggestion:

Keep
Discard

Keep
Discard

Scale

4 Major importance

3 Important
2 Of some importance

1 Of little Importance

Of no importance

Degree of importance

(Circle)

Keep
Discard

C.3. Each member increases his

understanding of various techniques

in working in groups. *»«P
_ Discard

Wording suggestion:

2 3 4 1

4 3 2 10

3 4 2 1



CRIT^ION XI (concl.)
163

DIMb.H3ION
ipplicability

(Check)

3cale

4 Major importance
5 Important
2 O.f some importance
1 Of little importance

Of no importance
Degree of importance

(Circle)

C. 4. Learning experiences
are designed to help mem-
bers develop skill in co-
operative action.
Wording suggestion:

D. iiacb. member satisfies his
personal desires:

1. Feeling of acceptance by_
the group (security) ~

Wording suggestion:

2. Satisfying personal
achievement, (.ex.

selected as Poultry
3upt, last year was
Assistant)
Wording suggestion:

Peeling of contribut-
ing to general welfare
of the fair program.
(Adequacy)
Vording suggestion:

JURRested Dimensions :

discard

Keep
Discard

Keep
Discard

Keep
Discard



C3TiJiI0N XII

3fc

164-

The facilities and resources associated with the 4—E fair

program are adequate to achieve the stated purposes and objec-

tives of the program .

(Check one)

Discard

Keep (Wording suggestion)

iach of the following statements is 'presented as possihl<

dimensions of the criterion described above. lou are asked t<

read each dimension carefully to oudSe tQe degree of importa

that ought to be given each dimension. (Bote that the cumber

appearing under the degree of importance are in random order.

.

Refer to scale for interpretation of each and circle the one that

most nearly expresses your opinion.

DIMbN.ilOH
Applicability

(Check)

ocale

t- tlajor importance
3 Important
2 Of some importance
1 Of little importance

of no importance
Degree of import-

(Circle)

A. Proper physical arrange-
ments are present at all Fair Keep
Association meetings. ___ discard

Wording suggestion:
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DIMLKalOfl
Applicability

(Check)

3cale

4 Major importance
3 Important
2 Of some importance
1 Of little importance

Of no importance
Degree of importan

r

(Circle)

A. 1. There is adequate
space to handle group
gatherings with comfort.

Wording suggestion:

A. 2. The facilities are
arranged in such a way that
everyone feels a "belong-
ing" to discussion. ~

V/ording suggestion:

A. 3- There are audio-visual
aids equipment available if
desired. (Chalk board, _
etc.)
Uording suggestion:

B. The fair grounds and
facilities are adequate for
both members and the general
public.

Wording suggestion:

B. 1. The location of the
fair is constantly evalu-
ated to provide the best
possible location. (Con-
venience to public)

V/ording suggestion:

Keep
Discard

. -i - ••.—,.

Keep
discard

Keep
Discard

Aeep
Discard

Keep
Discard



CRITERION XII (cont.)

. 166

Scale

4 Major importance
3 Important
2 Of eoue importance
1 Of little importance

Of no importance
Applicability Degree of Importance

DIMENSION (Check) (Circle)

B.2. The facilities arc
keep In their beat condi-
tion to provide the beat ___ Keep
possible "ahow window". __ Diacard 2 3 14

Hording suggestion:

B.3. Every exhibit dept.

at the fair la given ade-

quate apace and equipment

needed to display lta __ Keep
accomplishments

.

_ Diacard 14 2 3

Wording suggestion:

C. Financial aapecta of the

fair are constantly being Keep

atodled. _ Diacard 3 2 4 1

Hording suggestion"

C.l. Premiums are paid in

accordance with recelpta of _ Keep

the fair. Diacard 4 10 3 2

Hording suggestion!

C.2. The fair program haa __ Keep
adequate financing. __ Diacard 14 3 2

Hording suggestion:



CRITERIOH XII (concl.)

Applicability
(Check)

Keep
~ Discard

DDEHSIOH

C.3. The major portion of

financial aaaats ara ob-

tained from:

a) Frealum book
advertisement!

b) Gate admissions

c) Concessions (Caisasrclal)

d) Donation*

e) Fair Ass'n. and 4-H

Club concessions

f) Government reimbursements

Wording suggestion:

D. Financial gains are secondary

to the educational objectives

of the fair program. __ Keep

Wording suggestion: Discard

167

Seal

4 Major importance

3 Important
2 Of some importance

1 Of little importence

Of no importance
Degree of imports;

(Circle)

2 4 1

4 3 12
3 2 4

10 3 2

14 3

2 4 3 1

Suggested Dimensions :



CRITERION Xm
The evaluation of the exhibits at the fair It used as a teaching

168

device.

(Check one)

Discard

Keep (Wording suggestion)

Each of the following statements Is presented as possible dimensions

of the criterion described above. You are asked to read each distension

carefully to Judge the degree of Importance that ought to be given each

dimension. (Note that the numbers appearing under the degree of Impor-

tance are In random order.) Refer to scale for Interpretation of each

and circle the one that most nearly expresses your opinion.

DIMENSION

Applicability
(Check)

Scale

4 Major Importance

3 Important
2 Of some Importance
1 Of little Importaecu

Of no Importance
Dagree of Importance

(Circle)

A. The Judging of exhibits

is done with consideration
to qualities of exhibitor
as well as exhibit.

Wording suggestion:

Keep
Discard



CRITERION XIII (cone.)
169

DIMENSION

Applicability
(Check)

Scale

4 Major Importance

3 Important
2 Of some importance
1 Of little importance

Of no importance
Degree of importance

(Circle)

A.l. Consideration la giv

to age of exhibitor.

Wording suggestion:

A.2. Consideration la given

to experience of exhibitor.
Hording suggestion:

A. 3. Consideration is given

to complexity of task
undertaken.

Hording suggestion:

B. The judges are selected
with the purpose of education
foremost.

Wording suggestion:

8.1. The Judges are select-
ed on the following
qualifications:

a) Sincere Interest In

the 4-H program
Wording suggestion:

Keep
Discard

Keep
Discard

Keep
Discard

h
Keep
Discard

Keep
Discard
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DIMENSION
Applicability

(Check)

b) Well qualified in Keep
specific field. Discard

Wording suggestion:

.Scale

4- Major importance
3 Important
2 Of some importance
1 Of little importance

Of no importance
Degree of importance:

(Circle)

c) Willingness to explain
reasons for placing ex-
hibit, both written
and orally.

Wording suggestion:

d) Past experience in
judging 4-H exhibits.

Wording suggestion:

Keep
Discard

Keep
Discard

C. Information is available
for assisting judges with
methods of M—U exhibit __ Keep
evaluation. Discard

Wording suggestion:

C. 1. A special meeting la
held before the judging
takes place to explain
judging system used and __ Keep
answer questions. __ Discard

Wording suggestion:

2 15 4C-

14 3 2



OHITJiHION III (cont.) 171

DIMENSION
Applicability

(Check)

C. 2. Information on fair,
their particular field of
evaluation like record books,
project requirements, are
placed in the judges hands Keep
well before fair time. Discard

./ordins suggestion:

Scale

4 Major importance
3 Important
2 Of some importance
1 Of little importanca

Of no importance
Degree of important

(Circle)

D. Recognition is given to
outstanding judges, like a
"Service Award."

Iv'ording suggestion:

Keep
Discard

K. Constructive criticism is
used to educate exhibitor with
the overtone of "making the Keep
Best Better." Discard

,/ording suggestion:

L. 1. The exhibitor is shown
"how" his exhibit has been Keep
judged. Discard

'.lording suggestion:

E. 2. The exhibitor is shown
"why" the exhibit has been Keep
evaluated as it has. ___ Discard

./ording suggestion:

1 3

3

1 4

2 1



BXI1.H3I0H

E. 5. The exhibitor is

Applicability
(Check)

shown in what ways he can
"improve" his exhibit next Keep
year. Discard

Wording suggestion:

S. 4. Hesults of evaluation
are used in determining the
growth of the individual
toward specific objectives.

_

Wording suggestion:

fr .ffiested Dimensions :

Keep
Discard

dcale 172

4 'iajor importance
3 Important
2 Of some importance
1 Of little importance

Of no importance
Degree of importance

(Circle)
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The 4-H Fair program la a nana of maintaining club waters' lntereat

In 4-H club work.

(Check one)

_____ Discard

~ Keep (Hording suggestion)

Bach of the following statements la presented aa possible dimensl ras

of the criterion described above. You are asked to read each diacnei m

carefully to Judge the degree of Importance that ought to he given er. :h

dimension. (Rote that the numbers appearing under the degree of tope -

tance are In random order.) Refer to scale for Interpretation of eac'i

and circle the one that Boat nearly expresses your opinion.

Applicability
DIMEHS10H (Check)

Scale

4 Major Importance
3 Important
2 Of some Importance
1 Of little importance

Of no Importance
Degree of importance

(Circle)

A. The older ambers are
encourages to participate Keep
in the fair program. Dlacard

Hording suggestion:

4 13 2



CRITERION XIV (cent.)
174

DDEBSIOM
Applicability

(Chock)

Scale

4 Major Importance

3 Xaportant
2 Of aoae Importance
1 Of little Importance

Of no Importance
Degree of Importance

(Circle)

A.l. the services of older
member clubs (Service club,

Key Club, Teen Age Club)

are encouraged to sponsor
special events like talent

Hording suggestion:

A.2. Mao* Ex-fair officers
and sabers are selected
as Directors, Judges, ete.

Hording suggestion:

A. 3. Outstanding A-H'ers who
have attended national
events prepare educational
displays.

Hording suggestion:

B. The fair program stimu-
lates interest and partici-
pation In the entire 4-H
program.

Hording suggestion:

B.l. There are exhibit classes
for all possible projects
available to both rural and
urban members.

Hording suggestion:

Keep
Discard

Discard

Keep
Discard

Keep
Discard

Keep
Discard



CRITERION XIV (concl.) 175

Scale

4 Major importance
3 Important
2 Of some importance
1 Of little importance

Of no importance
Applicability Degree of importance

DIMLN3I0N (Check) (Circle)

B. 2. Special recognition
is given to original-type
displays, like suburban
landscape designs, urban ____ Keep
safety displays, etc. Discard 14 2 3
Wording suggestion:

B. 3. The outstanding ex-
hibits and demonstrations
at the fair are used
throughout the year in Keep
various 4-n activities. ___ Discard 12 3 4

'.j'ording suggestion:

3u£Eested Dimensions:
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CRITL2I0N XV 176

Provisions are made for constant review and evaluation of

4-iI Fair urogram.

(Check one)

_____ discard

_____ jieep (Wording suggestion)

iiach of the following statements is presented as possible

dimensions of the criterion described above. 5fou are asked to

read each dimension carefully to Judge the degree of impcrtanc

that ought to be given each dimension. (Note that the nvmbers

annearine under the degree of importance are in random order.)

Refer to scale for interpretation of each and circle the one

that most nearly expresses your opinion.

Applicability
3INJJH3I0N ' (Check)

Scale

4 Major importance
3 Important
2 Of some importance
1 Of little importance

Of no importance
Degree of importance

(Circle
J

.1. Among the things regularly
evaluated are:

A. 1. The purposes, objec-
tives, and scope of the _____ Keep
4-H fair program. Discard

Wording suggestion:
4 3 2 1



CRITERIOH XV (cont.)

L77

A.2. The adequacy and effec-

tiveness of the sdalnls- Keep

trative organisation. Discard

Wording suggestion:

A. 3. The process of prepara-

tion and actual fair pro- __ Beep

eeedlngs. Discard

Hording suggestion:

A. 4. The progress being Keep

achelvad by the i—nhors. Discard

Hording suggestion:

1. Evaluation la based on
saplrleal evidence and
acceptable professional Keep

opinion. Discard

Hording auggestlon:

C. All persons having re-

sponsibilities in the fair
program participate in plan-

ning the evaluation and Keep
collecting needed evidence. ___ Discard

Hording suggestion:

Scale

4 Major importance

3 Inportant
2 Of soae importance

1 Of little Importance

Of no Importance
Degree of Importance

(Circle)

2 3 4 1

13 4 2

2 14 3
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CHITLHION XV (ocmt.) 178

Scale

Applicability
DIIM3I0N iin

(Check)

4 Major importance
3 Important
2 uf some impo:,?tance
1 Of little icnortance

ijf no import uace
Degree of imp rtance

(Circl : 1

D. Members participate in
the evaluation of their own
progress in the learning Keep
activities. Discard

Wording suggestion:
3 14 2

Ui Systematic records are
kept of the results of all Keep
evaluations. „ .

Discard
Wording suggestion:

3 4 2 1

F. Results of evaluation are
used in determining:

1. The appropriateness of
the stated purposes, ob-
jectives, and scope of Keep
the fair program. ___ Discard
Wording suggestion:

2 4 13

2. How well the present
program is fulfilling
its stated purposes, Keep
objectives and scope. Discard

'Wording suggestion:
12 3 4

3» Ways of correcting the
deficiencies identified ___ Keep
by the evaluation. ___ Discard
Wording suggestion:

12 3 4



CRITERION XV (ecmcl.)

179

DDSBSICV
Applicability

(Check

Scale

4 Major Importance
3 Important
2 Of aome importance
1 Of little importance

Of no importance
Degree of importa

(Circle)

6. The evaluation process
la reviewed periodically
by those responsible for
the various aspect* of the
program.

Wording suggestions

Suggested Dimensions :

Keep
Discard

Other Suggested Criteria and Dimensions:
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The major purpose of this study was to formulate sug-

gested criteria which might be used as guides in evaluating

county 4—H fair programs in Connecticut, The specific objec-

tives established for the study were (1) to establish sug-

gested criteria for evaluating county 4—H fair programs in

Connecticut, (2) to formulate a measuring instrument which

could be used as a guide in evaluating current fair programs

and, (3) to formulate recommendations for using the measur-

ing device.

The procedure employed to accomplish the stated

objectives of the study consisted of five 3teps: (1) Review-

ing the literature, (2) developing suggested criteria, (3)

Submitting criteria to panel of judges, (4) Revising the

criteria, and (5) Ireparing recommendations for the use of

the measuring instrument.

fourteen club agents in Connecticut served as judges

and determined the importance of the fifteen suggested cri-

teria and their dimensions. They were given the opportunity

to suggest changes and add criteria and dimensions which

they felt had been over looked.

The data were collected by mailed questionnaire dur-

ing March and April, 1963. * total universe and descriptive

statistical techniques were used. Uata were analyzed by

means of weighted scores and percentage distribution.

Twelve of the fifteen suggested criteria were accepted

by over three-fourths of the panel members. The criteria



accepted were:

1. The educational objectives of each activity within
the fair program are clearly defined and in written
form.

2. The association members responsible for the 4-H
fair program adequately facilitate the achieve-
ment of its stated purposes and objectives.

3. The administrative organization developed for
the 4—H fair program functions adequately to
facilitate the achievement of its stated purposes
and objectives.

4. Opportunities are available for young people to
acquire knowledge, skill and attitudes for a more
satisfying home and family life.

5. Opportunities are provided for the 4-ii members to
enjoy a useful work experience, together with the
responsibility and satisfaction of personal
accomplishment.

6. Opportunities are available for participants to
develop leadership talents and abilities to achieve
their citizenship potentials.

7. The fair program provides participants opportuni-
ties for career exploration.

8. Opportunities are available for participants to
develop attitudes, abilities, and understandings
for working cooperatively with others.

9. The facilities and resources associated with the
t—H fair program are adequate to achieve the
stated purposes and objectives of the program.

10. The evaluation of exhibits at the fair is used
as a teaching device.

11. The 4-H fair program is a means of maintaining
club members' interest in 4—H club work.

12. Irovisions are made for constant review and
evaluation of the 4-H fair program.

These twelve suggested criteria containing forty-three



3

dimensions with forty-three elements were formulated in the

measuring instrument to be used by the club agents in

evaluating their current 4~H fair program.

The following recommendations were made based on the

review of the literature and interpretation of the data

analyzed in this study: (1) extension agents in club work

confer and agree upon a set of standards to be used as guides

in evaluating county 4-ti fair programs, (2) Those who take

part in establishing a set of standards for evaluating county

4-H fair programs begin by reviewing the proposed criteria

and dimensions approved by the panel of judges for this study,

(5) The more specific kinds of evidence that can be evaluated

in relation to each criterion be identified for the evaluator

to make a more usable instrument, and (4) additional research

be carried on to further test the appropriateness and reli-

ability of the proposed criteria and dimensions and to test

the usefulness of any additional ones that might be added.


